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Young Father Goes Berserk And Kills Five
School Hearing Ends; Glenview
Decision Due Shortly in Drive

Wife And Children
Among The Victims

For
500 Members

A hearing in Federal Court out that zone lines babe been
on the desegregation of t h e drawn up to perpetuate segreMemphis City School System, gation. and that instead of opwhich began before Judge Rob- erating a unitary system as it
ert M. McRae on April 1, was claims, the board is actually The Glenview Branch of the
concluded on Monday and the functioning as a dual system, YMCA launched its annual
judge promised to give a ruling with identifiable black and membership campaign on Monday, April 13, and it will conin the matter as early as pos- white schools.
tinue
up until May 13. It is losible.
Asked if photograohs of stuRepresenting the Legal De- dent bodies would not identify cated at 1251 S. Willett.
fense Fund of the NAACP in a school as either black or The branch was started in
the suit asking for more and white, Mr. Stimbert said that June 1968, and Morris Jenkins
rapid integration of the schools it could be integrated faculty- is executive director.
was Atty. Louis R. Lucas. The wise and that would not show Mr. Jenkins said that the
overall campaign goal is 500
local school board was repres- in a picture.
pies members, and the camented by Atty. Jack Petree.
At the outset of the trial, the
paign
will be directed by memIn his final minutes on the courtroom was packed. But the
stand as a rebuttal witness, crowd dwindled after Judge bers of the Executive CommitSchool Supt. E. C. Stimbert ad- McRae explained that he would tee.
mitted that some of the proPos- not yield to the pressure from Campaign workers will be ened school buildings were going persons who had phoned and rolling and re-enrolling sustainup in all-black communities, written him letters. He said ing members. Considered the
hut he said that no white child that the U.S. Constitution would "life blood" of the YMCA, sustaining members make annual
in the city wduld be denied the serve as his only guide.
opportunity to attend such The Board claimed that many contributions of at least $25.00.
schools if he desired to do so. of its decisions in the matter of Some of the workers are enDuring the lengthy hearing, integration were made on the rolling YMCA Century Club
Mr. Lucas displayed an enor- advice o f Charles Patterson, members, who donate at least
mous map on which he pointed black director of race relations. $100 annually to the YMCA.
Century Club members will
receive inscribed
mahogany
plaques with their names embossed in gold plating.

EasterBunny Contest
•
•
•
Winners Given Prizes Taylor

GRISLY SHOOTINt. •,( ENE — Firemen
are seen here carrying the body of one woman killed in :be siayirg of five persons at
963 Groves st. on Monday short!y after

Ex-Marine Hospitalized
From Nervous Disorder

Five persons — two adults streaming from his head," Mr.
and three small children—were Bradford said, "I was too scarshot to death shortly after noon ed to go over there. An ambuon Monday by a young husband lance came in a few minutes
who it is assumed went berserk and took him and one of the
when his wife refused to go kids to the hsopital."
back home to Elkhart, Ind. Mrs. Bolden's body was idenwith him.
tified by her mother-in-law,
Police said that Travis Chav- Mrs. Clara Bolden, who lives at
is, 25. appeared to have "exe- 957 Grove. Mrs. Bolden said
cuted" his wife, Mrs. Thelma that she did not know M r s.
Chavis, and their two children, Chavis. who had been living
at
Matonia, three, and Daphre, Mrs. Bolden's home for abut
four, along with Mrs. Eugenia two weeks.
Bolden, 33, and her small At the time of the slaying,
daughter not quite a year old, no one in the neighbo
rhood
Eugenia, in the living room of knew the name of Mrs. Chavis
the house at 963 Grove ave. :or her children.
He also shot and critically Homicide Capt.
A Cochran
wounded George Bolden, two,- conducted a personal investig
ai before turning the pistol onition of what was beleived
to be
himself and then coming out on the largest number
noon. A police officer said the five appear.
of persons
the front porch of the house ever slain in such
ed to have been executed. (Photo by Ray
a tragedy.
and screaming for help.
Afterwards the bodies of the
Mkks)
• Chavis was said to have come two women and
the three chilto Memphis by bus, arriving at; dren were carried
away in Fire
noon, and then gone to t h eiDepartment
ambulances.
g- house and murdered the five' Scores of
curious persons
lin the house,
rushed to the scene after hearBobby Bradford, who lives atsing reports about
the shooting
959 Grove, said the first know- and remaine
d until the bodies
ledge that he had of the trag- were brought
out of the home.
edy was when the man came. Firemen picked
up one of the
out on the porch with bloo d' children's
body just inside the
laurting from wounds in h i s front door.
head yelling. "Help, help."
All were believed to have
"When T saw the blood been shot in
the head.

A young marine hero, one
of four who were tried here last
winter in a court martial at the
Millington Naval Air Station on i
charges which could have netPrizes in the Tr:-State De- an increase of 359
ted them as much as 86 years1
fender Easter Bunny Contest Michael Cooperwood-base 275,
in prison, has suffered a nerep
have been awarded, and Ray sold 615, an increase of 340
vous breakdown at his home!
State
Represen
tative
Wicks, circulation
James
manager Maurice Hulon-base 385, sold
in Paducah, Ky., and is now re-!
I. Taylor, District 5, addressed covering at the Lexington VA
listed the top 16 winners.
615, pn increase of 230.
the -Democratic party leaders Hospital.
Henry E. Carter, whose base Michael Williams-base 385,
was 1,595 for 11 weeks preced- sold 600. an increase of 215. and members of the party last, Former Marine Private Osing the contest, sold 2,712 pa- Dwaine A. Payne-base 297, Saturday at the Municipal Au- car W. Terry, Jr., was taken tol
LeMoyne-Owen College will the college's little
theatre is Dr.
ana
pers during the contest to win
observe its 100th anniversary George Owens,
sold 511. an increase of 214. ditorium with more than 300 at-i the hospital at .Lexington last
BANQUET SPEAKER — State
president of
a wrist 'Watch. his was 1,117 Chester Bowman-base of 325, tending. A Democratic work-1 Friday night for treatment if-1
with a one-day centennial cele- Tougaloo College,
Tougaloo,
Senator J. O. Patterson, Jr.. bration
ter suffering from hallucilla-!
more than he would have sold sold 440. an increase of 115. shop followed the meeting.
April 24.
Miss.
member
a
of
the
Memphis
City
Rep.
Taylor told the group tions stemming from his Vietordinarily.
Jerry Hicks-base 638, sold 751,
Council. will be the guest speak• All events will be held on Panelists will deal with
that the Republican party is nam experiences and the. court:
Among the prizes won were an increase of 113.
er
for the banquet on Thursday campus, including an academg -Emerging Structures in Highfour walkie talkies, six tape Joe Wallace Brown, Jr.-base trying hard to capture every martial.
night,
April 30, at the Sheraton• ic convocation at 10:30 a.m., a el* Education," "Developin '2
major
public office throughout He and four other marines'
recorders, four wrist watches 660. sold 765. an increase of
'Peabod
y Hotel marking the luncheon at noon, a panel dis-, Relevant Curriculum Patterns'
the state, and it is up to the were charged with conspiracy,
and three transistor radios. 105.
19th anniversary of the found• cussion at 2 p.m. and a public E "The Role of the Student in
Following in order are prize- Samuel Landers-base 638, sold Democratic party to see that to riot, riot and assault' bud
Higher Education" and "T h e
ing
of the Mallory Knights program at 7:30 p.m.
they don't take over.
were found guilty only of fightwinners f rom the second 7088, an increase of 70.
Private College and CommunCharitab
le
Organization. To he
through the 16th and a report I Lessie Davis-base of 440, sold "We all have had a taste of ing.
ity involvement."
honored
at
the
b
anquet
the Nixon Administration, ind Young Terry, a winner of the
on their efforts.
493, an increase of 53.
loutstanding
Speaker for the evening public
contributions for
OSCAR TERRY
we know what it has meant to Bronze Star Medal in Vietnam.
Larry Gillia ni4oase 330: sold Wayne Moody-base
440, sold
program in Bruce Hall will be
the community are Mrs. Mawas
sentence
to
d
the
two
1,195. an increase of 865.
monthspoor people; loss of jobs.
481, an increase of 41.
Dr. Gardner C. Taylor, pastor
Mrs. Johnson said that s h e xine A. Smith, Criminal Court
loss of property and also star- in the brig and had been living
Willie McClain-base 1.100: sold (;ary Allen
Bragg-base 550,
of Concord Baptist Church of
and her husband reared Oscar Judge C. Odell Horton, Dr. H
Memphis
in
where
vation."
he
in1,860, an increase of 760.
had
sold 566, an increase of 16.
Christ
Ralph
in Brooklyn, N.Y. He is
Jackson
Ernest
and
(
Terry
and
his
sister
after
their
tended
to
attend a tradeo
Glen Starks-base 605, sold 1,230
Photos of boys not shown Rep. Taylor urged all black
a former president of t h e
parents died. They were the Withers, Sr.
technica
l
school.
voters
an increase of 625
The
Memphis
to
stick
chapter
with
of
the
the
Demothis week will appear in next
His aunt and guardian. Mrs parents of 10 children of their
cratic party.
Eric Tunstall-base 550, sold 909, week's (idition.
Southern Christian Leadership 1 Progressive National Baptist
on. The college choir
0Z Johnson of Paducah said own.
Conference has extended its Conventi
.•
• s at this session,
that after coming home, young
membership drive through the
Mrs. Johnson said that Terry
Terry began acting strange.'said that he is getting along
month of April. and a meeting
was unable to sleep, and com- well now, and is anxious to re: will be held this Sunday afterplained of bugs crawling on:turn to' Memphis and to school.
'noon at the Vollentine Baptist
him, and at times would repeat. She said that he does not
Church.
"They tried to give me 86 remember the acts which reMrs. Alma Morris, chairman
A report meeting for workers of the membership drive, said
years, but I only got t g o sulted in his being taken to the
in the NAACP Spring Member- door-to-door solicitation f o r
months."
hogoital.
ship Campaign will be held • memberships will take place
:Thursday night, April 16, at the this Saturday. The price of a
.1 Spring Tea and Festival
Mt. Nebo Baptist Church, corn- membership is one
gill be held this Sunday, April
er of Vance and Lauderdale be- • President William L. Bowden
19. in the cafetorium of t h e
ginning at 8 p.m.
of Southwestern at Memphis Ford Road Elementary
School
Mrs. Maxine A. Smith, exe- will be the morning convocation
from 4 to 6 p.m.
cutive secreta royf the Mem- speaker in Bruce Hall. Faculty
Proceeds from the affair
phis branch, says the cam- of the college and visiting edit- will
go
paign is approaching the half- catars will wear their academic .1-sociat to the Parent-Teacher
ion.
way point, and all campaign :regalia.
Mrs. Elizabeth Swift is PTA
workers are urged to be preAmong those sceeduled to an- oresiden and Isaiah Goodric
h
fit Tsar on the afternoon panel in orincipal of the school.
, A suit has l'een filed in Cir- Mr. Smith. w!-.o is the brother sent.
cuit Court here for $25.000j of the Rev. James Smith. active
damages against the Allied Calg with the AFSCME Union a n d
lection Company on the sixthl former member of CORE, statfloor of the Dermon Building ed in his suit, that while he was
by Jesse Smith who says he about to leave the firm, a SalWINNERS AND PRIZES —Seven of the
was beaten by five of its agents vatori Mascari, one of its emGary Bragg, Samuel Landers, Maurice Hilwinners in the Easter Bunny Contest are
when he went there an Feb. 26. ployes, came from behind the
ton, Michael Milliams, Chester Bowman,
seen here with their prizes. From left are
1970, to discuss a bill which was counter and began beating him
and Willie McClain.
supposed to have been referred with a nightstick about two and
to them fir collection.
a half feet long.
He said that Mascari was
joined immediately in the assault on him by William C. Berlin, Hubert Norris, John Swo.'
linsky and James 0. Beaty, Jr.
Mr. Smith said that the five
men beat him with the stick :
and struck him with their fists
while holding him.
He said that he sustained injuries to his head, neck, hands
;and abdomen, including bones.,
muscles and ligaments, and i
that as a result he 'continues tol
suffer from swellings, dizziness
contusions, abrasions, h e a d.
aches and acute pain ell over
his body and requires the care
if a doctor.
Through his lawyer, James,
E. Blount. Ill, Mr. Smith said
Allied Collection Company COACH PORTER HONORED -- A testison Gramhling College. GI- ambling I a., guest
MORE YOUNG %INNERS —Winners af
was negligent in allowing "dan- monial banquet was given last
forts to win top prizes of a wrist watch
Sunday at
speaker:
Bishop Joseph Duricis Coach
the three of four top prizes in the Easter
igerous employees, with the ca- the Holiday Inn-Rivermont, for Father
and walkie talkie set, and Larry Gilliam,
BertPorter. Father .1 o h n Batson Principal
Bunny Contest are seen here. From left
pacity
of
and
propensi
do
to
ty
phyrand High School Football Coach W. P. Portwho wan second prize of a walkie talkie
Father Bertrand High, and Coach Marino
are Glen Starks, fourth prize; Henry, Sam•
sical violence to transact busi- er, and he k shown here by
intercom set.
some of the pm
Casem, Alcorn College, Alcon Miss. Withers
ay and Al Carter, who combined their efness, to remain in its employ groin participants. From left
a r e Robert
JESSE SMITH
Photo)
and at its place of business." Thomas, WDIA Radio; Coach
Eddie Robin - --

Warns
Party Leaders

LeMoyne's Centennial
Is Set For April 24

SCLC Extending
Membership Drive

Workers T3 Give
Reports At Meet

Ford Road PTA
To Give A Tea_

Collection firm Hit
With $25,000 Suit

Cast Your Vote In Greyhound-TSD Woman Of Year Contest
•
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Charges
ng
Ridi
t
Nigh
Big
s
Hyde Park-Hollywood Make
Five
nst
Agai
ped
Drop
Strides In Home Improvements

•
•

were arrested while
A section of the Tennessee The five
years
many
take
will
that
dol
each
nation
grocery on c o mfrom
the
obtained
are
D
g
fits
FRANK A. ht•FoR
night riding law under which picketin
solve. Serious consideration
to
spent.
lar
Michael V.
owner
the
of
the
tly
Quietly but consisten
members of the Invaders were plaint
Lance "Sweet
a loan are t h e is needed immediately.
and
after
grant
,
A
Talarico
g
picketin
at
for
ed
isworking
:city of Memphis
being prosecut
financial tools working for the "The Federal Government has the Jump-And-Grab Drive-In Willie Wine" Watson was ara reasonable solution of its occupant.
proved many methods in the
19, 1969, has rested in the store. Mr. Watson
housing problem.
cities to Grocery en Feb.
utional was later acquitted in the case.
unconstit
Youthful Frank A. Buford, a new Housing Bill for
declared
The local Department of native Memphian, is the over- take advantage of for improve- been
by a three-judge Federal Court. On the night that the five
Housing Improvement is focus- all specific director of the Hyde ment. From the methods that
Carl Armstrong. Carolyn were arrested on the night ridtaken
adhas
Memphis
exist
ing great attention on black Park Community linprovemynt
George Pryor, Gwen- ing charge, they were walking
Thimas.
is dedicated vantage of several. Yet these
and Eddie Tate in front of the store, carrying
communities in the city. Typical Project. Mr. Buford
White
dolyn
to
enough
neatiy
not
are
steps
to the idea that impressive imin the case by signs which resulted in many
ted
represen
Dethe
what
were
housis
atention
of
this
this
problem
Of
Iprovemedt can be made in the alleviate
Atty. W. Otis Higgs.
partment is doing ia coopera-!community by a general corn- ing.
would-be shoppers leaving after
tion with the residents of t h e mittment to sell-help programs. "One plan now being present- The opinion in the matter was reading the messages on the
thickly-settled Hollywood - Hyde With the assistance of Federal ly operated in our city is in the given by Chief United States signs.
Park Community. The primary
Judge Harry Phillips,
and local administrations Mr. Hyde Park-Hollywood area. The Circuit
that some
objective is to bring housing Buford feels that ghetto condi- program is operating under Chief United States District The five admitted
, but they
premises
the
left
cars
m
UnitMinimu
city's
the
and
of
standards
Bailey Brown
tions may be overcome by the Code Enforcement out of the De- Judge
to anytalked
having
District Judge Rob- denied
Code.
residents themselves taking a partment of Housing Improve- ed States
the signs.
carrying
while
one
McRae
M
ert
The Hyde Park Neighborhood 'more involved interest.
ment
Improvement Project has been ! Mr. Buford voices his position
operating for twenty months.
jas follows: "Housing is one of
There a total of 2.900 buildings
most serious problems fac'the
and units in this area that have ing the nation today. Memphis
been set aside for purposes of
is, no different from any other
improvement. The project is
its size, and our housing
city
supervised by staff members problems are more acute than
project
from the Neighborhood
ever. Without mass construction,,
officer. Staff members are emof housing the conditions that
ployees of the city of Memphis.
now exists could mount to a sitThe project is under the joint
sponsorship of the 'city and the
Federal agency HUD. The Federal government has provided
many methods for cities to use
in improving housing. Of these
methods Memphis has selected
the one in which Hyde Park is
JEFFERSON CITY, • MO an example.
1970 Summer Session
The
HOW IT WORKS
has been officially announced, .
The Hyde Park -Hollywood at Lincoln University, The sesboundaries are as follows: Fair- sion will begin on Juune 6, and
fax Street to the east, Matthews terminate July 31. All areas
to the south. May Street to the of the University will be rewest, and Belmount Circle or presented along with the new
y. Wold River to the north.
underwa
got
baseball
onal
professi
of
time
and rapidly expanding NursA STOKES PITCH FOR INDIANS — Clestarted its season this year in a ' In order to make their deter- ing Education Program.
Trive
The
a
tossed
Stokes
B.
Carl
veland's Mayor
came
announcement
game against the Baltimore Orioles. Mamination as to t h e extent of The
ball for the Indians last week, the first
or Stokes' son, Cory, is shown looking on 'housing aid needed, housing in- from Dr. Milton Hardiman,
one thrown this season as the nation's passpectors from the project of- Director of the Suummer Profice make a survey of homes. gram. Dr. Hardiman said,
This survey reveals what work -Last year we had 1,183 stuneeds to be accomplished to dents who attended. This year
meet standards established for' we have already had many
the project. This inspection pro- letters and telephone calls in-,
cess consists of a room by quiring about the seession. Inroom- examination followed by terest is very high and we are
a write-up by the inspector, anticipating a record enrollSenaare
unit
Senate
same
the
ce
experien
that lists the detailed specifica- ment."
by his
WASHINGTON — What did as shown
tors Strom Thurmond, Rep. tions of needed .work for t h e
Red
in
nor
Cuba.
Castro's
in
ultra black militant Feobert
nor from the Soviet S.C., and Senator Sam Ervin, property surveyed, and the apWilliams tell the U.S. Senate's China,
Dem. N.C. All three are the proximate cost estimates.
Union.
of
Internal Security subcommittype
reactionary
most
was
Williams
Occupants of a house are astee when he secretly appear- In Red China.
ers.
southern
white
d
welcome
in obtaining necessary
ely
sisted
elaborat
prior
first
at
without
it.
ed before
Despite this, Federal, inn
selecting reliable conChairma
in
Party
bids
ist
most
C,ornmun
by
d at
announcement and the
and Lin vestigators were surprise
'The occupant is in-Lai.
tractors.
Chou-En
his
Mao,
for
guard
security
which
heavy
with
the frankness
he
when
the various methods
of
others,
formed
among
y?
Palo,
testimon
and
personal safety
Williams testified for three
obtaining available financial
of
first arrived in that nation.
who
,
28
and
Williams
27,
26.
March
days,
In essence,
assistance.
Ile sent the Courier pictures
has been blamed with forming of his being greeted by those before the Senate committee.
The inspector is available to
MoveAction
onary
Revoluti
the
leaders of the Red Chinese So much did Williams talk lend help and advice from the
whose
of
three
ment (RAM),
nation. with Williams sitting that some newsmen published beginning to the end of the work
%tubers were arrested in
them on the platform speculations that Williams had
among
the
MP- for an alleged plot to at the top meeting of the Red taken the world tours to Cana- planned. He inspects
final ina
making
lly,
periodica
Liberty
of
WOW, lip the Statue
da. Cuba, Red China and TanChinese Communist Party.
comand other national monuments But Williams says frankly zania, base of black African spection after all work is
everythat
insure
to
pleted,
Premier
elected
was
and who
that he was disappointed ati guerilla liberation warfare
of the proposed black militant the reluctance of these leaders training, with the aid of U.S. thing has been done in accordance with the writen specificasecessionist New Republic of to do anything really concrete Intelligence sources.
and that maximum beneChina,
tions
Red
in
while
Africa
to remedy the plight and When security guard precausaid the same things he per- repression of blacks by whites1
tions around Williams were
sonally had written to the in
America.
made so heavy that North CaChina.
from
Courier
He left Cuba, after fleeing rolina s tate authorities were
In February. 1969. Williams 1 the United States in 1961 toi unable to reach Williams with
wrote the Courier: "The world avoid arrest and prosecution onf warrants for his arrest on
is not ready for a black mili- a kidnapping charge. As he
charges of kidnapping two
tant colony.•'
left he blasted Dictator Fidel whites, a man and woman, beWilliams expanded on this Castro for being essentially fore his self-exile in 1961, they
."
remark to the Senate Internal a "white
speculated that North Carolina
Security subcommittee by say- Senator James 0. Eastland,iSenator Ervin must have been
ICATED,
ing that as a black militant Dem.-Missh
in on the world intelligence "SOPHIST
he found no indications that the Senate Internal Security plot from the beginning.
SPRIGHTLY,
Communism will come to the, subcommittee Other top-sen
not
is
Williams
.
SATIRIC!"
aid of black Americans, either' iority ranking members of' Actually
charged with doing any harm
Meet Pretty
to the white couple except
Win a Color TV
FREE Orr rage Juice
holding them overnight against
.)L/ZANNE ROGERS,
of Florida oranges
or
boxes
at
! their will. Williams said
FREE Prizes and Favors
Florida's Citrus Queen
by guessing the
the time of the "kidnapping"
FREE Gift Certificates
And Our
Ithat the pair were white renumber of oranges
Bags of Oranges!
for
BIG ORANGE DAYS
! cist Klansmen.
in a new Camaro
I At a later point he said thatI
Hostess!
CAROL
WHITE
he had held them for their
*ORSON WELLES
own protection. Williams had
gained a nationwide reputa, OLIVER REED
tion among blacks several
years before for telling blacks
Ito arm themselves against
Loa, fo. It • by orange discs on our super selection of b ziutiful new Chevy: and top condition used car
whites and to use those arms
T'ieirc• Os,sign of fantastic Cleot-the-lot specials right low at Bud Davis'
TECHNICOLOR Li
when whites invaded their
ummunity.
As president of the Monroe,
N.C.. NAACP during the 1950's
Williams had seen racist whites
invade black neighborhoods.
X UNDER 18 NOT
The 1961 kidnapping incident
ADMITTED
from which he fled into voluntary self-exile, going first to
Canada and then to Cuba,
was an example of the type
1970
1970
of armed invasion by whites
about which Williams had
preached.
Brand Nw
Brand New
Brand New
Brand N w
Brand New
as low as
as low as
as law as
as low as
as low ac

•

Lincoln Summer
Session June 6

Williams Tells U.S.: Red
Nations Won't Aid Blacks'

PALL, MALL -so friendly to your taste

HELP US CELEBRATE

BIG ORANGE DAYS
During the Big

DAISYlifa,

NOW SHOWING

BUD DAVIS

GRAND OPENING SALE, APRIL 13-18

••••••• ...mmil•••••.•••••,

•••••••m•Mm.

ill Never Forget
What's alsname

HERE'S JUST 5 EXAMPLES OF THE BIG SAVINGS TO BE HAD AT BUD DAVIS!

•#1

70
CAMARO

1970
NOVA

IMPALA

'237482 '249922 '2095"

#4

#5

CHEVELLE

BEL AIR

222914 '246196

(Soul Operated)

Chicago-Boston
New York
The Mid-swith.c Ifirgesi (lieu% dealer

Ages-18-65
Salary $55-$100 Wkly.
All Jobs are Guaranteed

ud Davis
t, Chevrolet /
H

'Don't Count Your Chickens...a
On April 5, Judge G. Harrold Carswell purchased
new judicial robes in anticipation of his ascension
to the Supreme Court bench. Rumor has it "he's
wondering if they'll take them back now."

—Write—
Maids
712 West Mobile St.
Florence, Ala. 35630
"No Connection With ABC in Memphis"

ABC

COME ON DOWN
AND JOIN THE FUN.
HELP CELEBRATE
MY GRAND OPENING
"BIG ORANGE DAYS."

ROLET

367 Union at Danny Thomas • 2989 Summer Avenue
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DEFENDER
James

P4. $

Arnold

Host Members

ATTENTION CHURCHES

Of Club '
46

CHANCES AT MAMMOTH T. .1. Marzette, manager of Mammoth Life Insurance
Company in Memphis since 1955. has been
promoted to acting general superintendent
for Region One of the company. and he is

sho%n here congratulating his
J. T. Robinson, center, as W.
associate agency director from
office in Louisville, looks on
Whithers Photo)

successor,
W. Butler,
the home
at right.

Members of Club '46 met re
cently at the home of Jame
Arnold of 2590 Darlene, and thi,
president, Miss D. Whitson
presided. Devotion was given
by Mrs. Eva-Tillman, and the
scholarship for 1970 was fully
discussed.
A "Who's Who" spotlight was
given of Mrs. Tillman, who is
a talented and successful
seamstress, who has made outfits for club members as well
as her neighbors.
Club '46 includes members
of the 1946 graduating class of
Booker T. Washington High
School.
Also presentsfor the meeting
were Mrs. Londie Brown, Mrs.
Ruby Aldridge, James Arnold.
the host; Mrs. Norma Williams.
Mrs. Mildred Johnson and Mrs
Mary Jones, and the advisor.
James D. King.
Refreshments were served
following the business session.

MRS. KAREN WOODARD

We make the finest custom made
robes in the world. Pulpit Robes,
Choir Robes, Judicial Robes. We will
design any type robe for special
groups. Using the finest fabrics and
all robes are hand finished.
With each robe we come and
measure each person in your group.
We have made up samples to model
and show. Any color or fabric you
desire. Easy Payments.

CYNTHIA BM% I IN

m

ack Students Elected
fl ts At Siena
To SGA Pos

During elections held recent- peared on Radio Station WMPS
ly at Siena College, Mrs. Ka- as Siena College's represents-1
ren Blair Woodard was elected tive on Classroom '68.
vice president of the Student At
He is licensed as a first-class
Siena she is a member,
Government Association and of, Students
engineer in Michigan and Ohio.
for Black ProMiss Cynthia Ann Bowers was gress
Mr. Robinson began his inand belongs to the Alelected
cultural
commission
er
surance career as an agent with
pha Kappa Alpha Sorority.
of the SGA.
Supreme Life on the Cleveland
Miss Bowers is the daughDistrict, was promoted to staff The Christian Service Club A junior, Mrs. Blair is the ter of Mrs. A. D.
Holmes of,
manager and served in that will observe its annual day on recent bride of Robelt Wood- 2593 Fontaine rd.
and a 1968'
capacity for a year before his Sunday, April 9, at the Hyde ard. They live at 1434 La- graduate of Hamilton
High
W. W. Butler. associate agen- phis, St. Louis, Mo.: Kansas appointmen
t as manager over Parks Baptist Church at the cor- Paloma st.
School.
cy director of the Mammoth City, Mo., Evansville, Ind.. one
of 'Supreme Life's larger ner of Mississippi blvd. andl She is the daughter
of Mr. While in high school she ;
Life and Accident Insurance Hopkinsville. Lexington
and districts in Cincinnati.
Alston, where the Rev. C.,and Mrs.
Ervin Blair of 2050 was a member of the National Company of Louisville, was in Louisville. Ky. He will be based Married
to the former Miss Scruggs is the minister.
I Riverside and a 1967 graduate Honor Society, the Dramatics
Memphis on Monday, April 6, to in Memphis.
Reddie McElheney, they are An installation sermon will of Carver High School
where Club, Future . Business Leaders
announce the appointment and Mr .Robinson, the new Mem- the parents
of three children, be given by the Rev. L. 0. she was parliamentarian of ,
of Today and vice . president
to install T.J. Marzette as act- phis manager was until recent- Semory, nine;
Nana, ten, and Taylor during the program ati her class. She was a mem- , of
, ing general superintendent of ly district manager of the Cin- Kwa
Future Teachers of Amerime, 12.
3
p.m.
and guest choruses ber of the National Honor So- ca.
Region One.
cinnati District of Supreme Life Mr. Robinson was affiliated will include the
Cobb Sisters ciety and president of the Teen- Miss Bowers is a sophomore,
At the same time, Mr. Butler. of America.
with many civic organizations and the Gospel Harmonetts,1 age Improvement Club.
a member of Siena's Stcdents
a former Memphian, announced A native of Mercer, Tenn., he while
in Cincinnati. He was a along with the Christian Wom- For the past year and
a for Black Progress and the
the appointment of J. T. Robin-i was carried to Detroit, Mich., membet
of the Cincinnati Un- an's Chorus.
half, Mrs. Woodard has ap- Day Students' Organization
son as manager of the Memphis as a child by his parents, Mr. derwriters
Improvement AssociDistrict to succeed Mr. Mar- and Mrs. Eugene Robinson. He ation, a founder
and former
zette. He had been manager attended Northwestern High president of
the Progressive
since 1955.
School there and took special Power Engineers Association,
As acting general superinten- courses in management at the and belonged to the
NAACP
dent of Region One. Mr. Mar- University of Detroit.
and the Urban League. He atzette will be in charge of thel While in Detroit, he served tended First
Baptist Church
districts which include Mem- as safety inspector for the city. there.

Marzette Is Promoted
With Insurance Firm

The House of Robes, Inc.
3505 Hester Ave.
Telephone 743-5780
Memphis, Tenn. 38111

Christian
Service Club
Plans Program

Franchise For Sale in Memphis and surrounding territory
Trade Mark Registered "

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds

GAZE INTO
the loveliness
of
engliat
Swirl
••••

IRONSTONE
DINNERWARE lirviwal/
1
4
You'll Save A Fortune When
Take Advantage of

You

THIS WEEK'S FEATURE

DINNER PLATE
ogett

0 each

With Each $3.00 Purchase
(excluding Tobacco Products)

Different Item
Featured Each Week
Completer Pieces
Available At Only

990

is c oice
the college ofour choice.
What do you do when you've got
everything it takes to be a good college
student except money? Put your dreams
in your pocket and settle for something
else? That was the question facing
Bobby Hicks.
His case came to our attention and
we looked into it. He had all the
qualifications: good grades, desire, and
ambition. So we supplied the one thing
he lacked. Money. Through a grant to
Winston-Salem State University from
the R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company,
Bobby was able to hold onto his dreams
and make them a reality.
The R. J. Reynolds grant provides
schloarships each year to deserving
students like Bobby. It also supplies
funds to attract highly qualified
faculty members to Winston-

RJ

Salem State University and broaden the
school's curriculum.
This educational grant to aid the
cause of Black students and teachers is
only one example of our commitment
to equal opportunities for all
Americans. But it's one of which we're
especially proud. Because we believe
that, ultimately, education is the key to
unlocking the shackles of poverty and
bringing Black people into the picture
of American prosperity.
People hambelped R. J. Reynolds by
buying Winston, Salem I'd Doral cigaret
My-T-Fine Desserts, Chun King
Oriental Foods,Vermont Maid Syrups,
College Inn Chicken and Tomato
Products, Davis Baking Powder
and our many other fine products.
We're just returning the favor.

R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company and Subsidiaries
Tobacco Products • Food Products • snipomi
Industrial Corn Products • alumtnuni Products • Psckagina Materials
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SEEK RAISE IN ATLANTA

Arkansas Choir
Gives Concert
For Mitchell

Eugene Bates Circle
Will Observe Founding

Black Garbage
Workers Hold
Firm In Fight

The Eugene Bates Circle honor of the late minister of
of Mt. Gilliam Baptist Church the church The public is invit41 present a progra on Sun- ed.
des , April 19, on flie first anprogram
ntersary of its founding in The speaker for the
The Arkansas AM&N Conat 3 p.m will be Mrs. Onni
Choir was presented in a
cert
Mae Hunt, a member of Mt.Moriah Baptist Church, The program on Sunday, April 3, at
Melrose High School glee club the Longview Heights Seventh
rip
will sing.
Day Adventist Church at 683
Officers and members o E. Mallory. It was directed by
•
the Circle are Mrs. Lena C. Shelton McGhee.
• tre'
ACTION
Marna. president; Mrs. GlaRooks, vice president; Miss The choir's appearance was
Idis
texas WAY wawa
Lewis, secretary;
Margaret
*ESSESHMIrnP1L Mrs. Irene Guinn, assistant sponsored by the Parent, Teacher, Student Association of
secretary, Mrs. Katie Jackson, treasurer; Mrs. Ella Mae the Mitchell High School.
Porter, chaplian.
Among the Memphians ap-

HIDE GRAY HAIR

B

.ATAll DRUGSTORES

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns

and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
TAILORS
CUSTOM

Annual Women s Day
anned At Mt. Pisgah

B H
INC.

JA 7-9320

248 Vance Ave.

Memphis, Teariassae
"YOUR Cause, Makes Whet Vat Ask fey
awaits Whet V041 Think Or

ATLANTA — The dilemma of the central cities' steadily
receding tax base due to the exodus of affluent whites and the
unabated demands of black employees, such as municipal garbage workers for adequate living wages, is growing even
more perplexing to black leaders in the almost one-month-old
refuse strike in the traditionally "black leadership" U. S. city
of Atlanta.
Even as Atlanta, the unofficial "capital city" of the late assassinated martyr, Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.'s "non-violence
movement" the municipality in which he had lived, moved in
early April to celebrate the second anniversary o this death,
pearing with the choir were
OM." Seen at left are Jaye Howard of
violence in the form of a striking black garbage worker being
Wilbert Lee, Ellis Collins, Wil- BACK FROM CALIFORNIA — Miss Ann
WLOK and Mrs. Bessie Smith, who chape- that during a demonstration occurred.
-old West16-Year
right,
from
second
Smith,
liam Porter William Sumling,
roned her daughter on the flight to and
And yet a great body of the city's black leaders still teeterSchool student, was the first
Ann L. Chandler, Edith Bobo, Wood High
from Los Angeles. During the three-day
Girl," contest
the fence of whether to fully join in a whole-hearted
on
"California
ed
the
in
%inner
Joy Harvey and Steven Hayes.
skit they stopped at the Central Plaza
backing of the "solution now" demands of the black striking
sponsored by Radio Station WLOK, and
Hotel and toured Disneyland and the Paragarbage workers as Dr. King had done in Memphis two years
The program was a tremen- she is seen here at the Memphis Internamount Studio.
ago at the time he was assassinated or not.
brought tional Airport with Eddie Floyd, right, who
dous success and
"California
The truth of the matter was that the "ball" was now in
•ecord,
iitax
the
and
alumni
recorded
together many
the hands of a coalition of Atlanta's black and white liberals,
friends of Arkansas AM&N
4headed by newly-elected Jewish Mayor Sam Massell and black
College.
:Vice Mayor Maynard Johnson, to do something about raising
Mrs. Hattie Lee was „o-1
the wages of the complaining black garbage workers and other
gram chairman. J.B. Payton'
city employees to a fully adequate living standard wage.
in charge of publicity, Mrs
Mayor Massell, the first Jew to be elected Mayor in the
Bessie Nathaniel PTA presi- pi
history of Atlanta, had tried to do something about it in JanWeaver
Alonzo
dent. and
uary in raising salaries from $1.67 per hour with a gross 40principal of the school.
of Douglass
hour-weekly salary of $66.80 to $2.13 per-hour and a gross salA special feature of the Worn- ders, the principal
School, one who is
Elementary
of $85.20.
ary
Elder J.M. Doggette is pas-. en.s Day observance will be an
All of this was occurring while the Atlanta-based Southern
active in religious, civic and
tor of the Longview Heights
The Rev. D. E. Herring, Jr., Christian Leadership Conference and "Poor Peoples Cam,Miss Cornelia San- social affairs of Memphis.
address by
SDA Church.
The message, relating Chris- 1 president of the Mallory paign" has been going around the nation demanding that even
tian faith to community out- Knights Charitable Organiza- hospital menials, mostly black, be paid at least a 8100-minireach. will be delivered at 10:30 tion. has announced that State mum weekly, adequate living standard wage.
Senator .I. a Patterson. Jr.,
Sunday morning. April 19.
But Mayor Sam Massell explained at the start of the preAt 5 p. rn. an inspirational will be the featured speaker sent garbage strike on March 17, the revenue of the city of Atmusical program will be pre- for the 19th Anniversary Cele- lanta derived from its steadily dropping-in-financial-means besented by some of the best bration Banquet of the orga- cause citizenry, can stand no further raise for the garbage
talent from local culturall nization to be held at the Shera- workers at this time.
groups. A reception will followIton-Peabody Hotel on ThursMayor Massell promptly then attacked the national and loand will unite' day, April 30, at 7:30 p.m.
the program
cal leaders oL f the American Federation of State. County and
representatives of various deMunicipal Employees Union (the same labor union which was
nominations in one bond of During the affair, the on strike for garbage workers in Memphis at the time Dr.
Knights will honor Mrs.
Christian fellowship.
Maxine A. Smith, Criminal King was assassinated) as "trying to gain political power in
Mrs. Zana Ward and Mrs. Court Judge C. Odell Horton, America's cities."
Mayor Massell then successfully implored about 1,000
Mary Johnson are chairman Jr., Dr. 11. Ralph Jackson and
and co-chairman for the day. Ernest C., Withers for "out- blacks to return to the approximately 2,600 garbage removing
The committees and chairmen standing leadership in the com-,jobs which he declared vacated by the strike. Although 1,000
'blacks now man the jobs, another approximately 1600 are out.
are as follows: Music: Miss munity."
A spokesman for the union and the black garbage workers
!
Rosetta Peterson; Souvenir
Program: Mrs. Patricia Mos- Reservations are $10-a-plate then assailed Mayor Massell as being "the racist handmaiden
by; Reception: Mrs. Ruth and may be made by sending of the Establishment" in not granting the striking black garAnderson, Hospitality: Mrs. checks or money orders to the bage workers the demanded adequate living wage.
Knights
Charitable I
In the confrontation, a black striking worker, Freddie J.
Finance; Mallory
Brown;
Geraldine
Miss Ramelle Barbee; Public:- Organization's headquarters at Simmon, 27, leaped onto a garbage truck as it started out for
1 280 Hernando St.
refuse picking up duty. He was promptly shot by the driver of
ity: Mrs. Winnie Hill.
the garbage truck, another black man, Harry Johnson, 53.
The pastor, the Reverendl
Johnson was arrested on a shooting charge- and Simmons
E. L. Brown, invites the publici
injury was said net to be serious.
to support the women of Mt.
Pisgah, 2490 Park Avenue, as.
they demonstrate their theme,
"Christian Women in Action.

MKCO Bancpst
Will Feature

State Senator

Awl

Newer-than-New Formals
All Specially Low Priced!

Graduation
Tarty &
Prom
Formals

Singing Uniot
Plans Memorial
Choir To Present For Mr. Becton
Mrs. Ola Mathis

Memorial services for the The Black Students Associa- who was named basketball's
late Mr. Willie F. Becton will tion at Memphis State Univer- player-of-the-decade in Febrube held on Sunday, April 19, sity will greet spring with their ary — will speak at noon at the
at the Pilgrim Rest Baptist annual three-day "extravagan- University Center. At noon on
Church at Second and Looney, za in Black," featuring an apMrs. Ola M. Mathis of Humpearance by professional bask- Friday, April 17„.n Afr)-Ameri
at 2:30 p.m.
starting
boldt, Tenn., is being presented
etball player Bill Russell, a can fashion show will be held
in recital at First Baptist It is being sponsored by the fashion show, a movie narratin the University Center BallChurch in Brownsville, Tenn. United Singing Union and the ed by comedian Bill Cosby, a
room.
The contestants for Miss
p.m.
8
at
19,
April
Sunday,
t•iti
Mt. Pleasant Male Chorus, D. contest to choose "Miss Black
Black MSU will be presented
The program is being spon- K. R.)gers and W. Rogers are MSU," and a dance.
sored by the Sanctuary Choir the managers and Miss M.A.
at 8 p.m. Friday and immedwhich promises to be enjoy- Thorntm and L. Neal secre- This year's observance is iately afterwards, a film narEllen
MSU
to
student
dedicated
able.
rated by Bill Cosby and entitled
taries.
Noel of Memphis who despite "History: Lost. Stolen, or StrayThe public is invited to come
Mr. Becton was killed in an the illness which took her life ed." will be shown.
out and enjoy the soprano
accident while driving a truck earlier this semester, was ac- Rounding out the festivities
soloist.
on April 11, 1967. A number tive in campus affairs a n d Saturday will be the presentaof musical groups will partici- made the dean's list several tion of the winner of the title
pate in the services in his me- times. In her memory this Miss Black MSU at a Dashiki
At
year's festival will have t h e dance at 8 p.m. in the Univerin ory.
theme, "Young Gifted, a n d sity Center Ball room.
Mrs. Maggie Byrd has returned to Memphis after taking a It will include a sermon Black."
Tickets for the film and dance
five-day Beauty Show Training by the Rev. W. H. Brewster The Extravaganza will begin will cost $1.50 each if purchasbe
will
Rogers
K.
D.
.
.
.
Studio
for
Mo.,
Louis,
in St.
Thursday. April 16, when Bill ed in a combination, or $1.75 if
master of ceremonies.
Girl Cosmetics.
Russell of the Boston Celtics— purchased separately.
chairman,
Mrs. Byrd is one of the op- Andrew Kelly is
co-chairDeGraffenreid
D.
and
Salon
Beauty
Fay's
at
erators
man.
at 307 Tillman St.

by jerri Ellis

Beautician

SHORT

Bill Russell To Speak
At Black Extravaganza

'a

Meet

SEE
TOMMY
GRANT

osed
book.

FORMAL,PANT
OR LONG FORMAL 21.97
JR. PETITES & JUNIOR SIZES
YOUR BIG MOMENT is here at Woolco!
Latest "Jerri Ellis" collection including styles
similar to ones shown...ever so fresh, pretty

HE WILL SAVE YOU
REAL MONEY ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

and dreamy light on lovely lace and luscious
crepes with sheer touches of lace. Choice of
short swinger, maxi-length or 2 pc. pant
dresses--A-line, pleated & full skirts, pleated
pants, too! Enchanting colors! Petite sizes 513; Jr. sizes 7-15.

(If he can't he doesn't
deserve your business)

JERRY ELLIS,
A WOOLCO EXCLUSIVE

s •

is

•

e
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EASTRATE
5100 Pork Ave.

SOUTHGATE
1133 So, Third St.

There's a deadline for ordering space in
the Yellow Pages...and it's not far away.
And what about that extra listing
you've been needing...for grandparents
or children—aunts or uncles?
This year's Telephone Directories are

about to become a dosed book.
So call our Business Office now.

SAYINGS'
3230 Jambi.A.

221,1i) EAMAR
-S! 36i1

PONE HOURS: 10 A.M.-9:30 Pie. DAILY, CLOUD SUNDAYS

South Central Bell
'4

s one of the outstontlingautemobile salesmen
in th• Memphis aria. Naturally, hies at Union Chevrolet. Tommy Grant is r•ady to show you an outstanding selection of fin. n•w and used cars and trucks.
He con be of great halo in assisting and ad v i sing
you on financing. S•ts Tommy Grant. . . Mok• o No. I
Chrivrolitt at Union.
Buy on America's No. 1 .Car

H•r•

SAY
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Stokes Rated
Top Electee In
Poll Of Blacks

PaI
Ire I
• •1,
1*.

SHOP

Dr. Mays Remembers
Heartbreak Of King

EAST LANSING, Mich. 7— "Any man who sets out to
Dr. Bengamin E. Magri a uproot deep ly entrenched
IT SEEMS THAT everything BILL
prime influence in the life of
COSBY touches!
the late Martin Luther King, wrongs, whether he does it
turns to gold. The man can do no wrong
nonviolently or violently, lives
. . . especially
Jr., urged a rededication to the in
the shadow of death."
when it c,mes to television. For the
philosophy of militant nonviothree years that
his co-stai ring role in "I SPY" ran
lence as an effective way to But, said Mays, "The world
on NBC-TV, Cos
perfect social change.
moves forward on the feet of
by copped an EMMY as "Best
Actor" in a series.,
those who walk the high road
As if that weren't enough, he went on
Dr.
Mays, President emeritus of justice,
to win another NEW YORK — The latest' ment, and that it should
not of Morehouse College in Atlan- brotherhood liar play and
EMMY for his Special.
'Louis Harris poll report pub- be let up.
ta, Ga., spoke April 3, at a
lished recently here shows that
MOST TV CRITICS agree the last Special,
Martin Luther King, Jr., com- "Dr. Martin Luther • King,
t h e over sixty-three per cent of a Consequently the poll suc- memorati
ve program held ini Jr., is one of the latest procomedian-actor's third, was perhaps his
best. So if cross section of 1,255 black cinctly revealed that the ma- the Michigan State University' phets to die to make men free.'
that is true, Cosby could win still another
s interviewed saw jority of those blacks question- Auditorium.
EMMY or American
Dr. Mays gained national
Mayor Carl B. Stokes as the ed voted thumbs down on the
at least a nomination for one. A
attention April 9, 1968, when he
master storyteller, most respected black public part of the question that in- Michigan
State President! delivered the eulogy for the
Cosby was at his best discussing everything from
quired about hope being pre- Clifton R. Wharton, Jr., also slain civil rights leader.
his official in the country.
Dr.
wife's first pregnancy to his love of racing
The poll queried sixty-three velent among blacks, and spoke as the first annual Mar- King was assassinated April 4,
cars.
per cent of a cross section of indicated that they felt mili- tin Luther King Memorial Lec- 1968.
*
*
1,255 blacks, asking their ex- tancy, and de termination turer.
HE PUT DOWN some subtle talk on the
race plicit feelings concerning black would be the deciding factor "Those who
have condemned
problem, discussing the time he and a black
issues, how they felt about in helping to procure black
track them, and
Martin Luther King. Jr., for
what could pos- rights.
star were forced to eat in the kitchen while
admonishing people to break
his white sibly be done about them.
When asked the exact for- unjust laws," said Dr. Mays,
fellow athletes were served in the dining room.
The
majority
of the blacks mula the entire
Speakcross section -have not realized that when
ing of the affair in a quiet, humorous
way, Cosby questioned stated that Stokes, of blacks indicated that, "only he himself violated them he
Or:
who
upon
being
elected
Mayor
delivered an excellent sermon . . getting his
mes- of Cleveland Ohio, became militancy, black pride, and was not beeing irresponsible
black unity will compensate nor was he advising others to
sage across on the wrongs of discrimination,
without the first black man to father
resotring to anger. Relating the story in his own par- a major metropolitan city, for the decreasing white sup- be i rresponsible.
was by far and away the most port."
It was his way of seeking,
ticular brand of humor. Cosby nevertheless got
the distinguished black in the Mayor Stokes has
inad- to achieve social change withpoint that he wanted across.
country today.
vertedIv• exhibited all three out instigating physical violence.
of
COSBY COULDN'T HAVE selected a better peris presently serving unitytheto former. by bringing
Cleveland
while
forson for the musical interlude than rising young
Call or
sing- his second term in that of- going the usual uncle torn "If he had viiolated the law
Se,
and
er-pianist ROBERTA FLACK. The former Washington, fice.
then
cried
for amnesty."
image generally attached to
A
special
issue
of Time blacks who are
Dr. Mays continued, "his ac13. C. schoolmarm is one of the finest talents to come Magazine
successful. bon
containing the poll
in a sense would have
along in sometime. The group of dancers in psyche- is entitled. "The Black Mood: One paradoxical
vote been irresponsible and would
More Militant, More Hopeful,
have
delic colors, also added to the entertaining hour.
No More Determined," and, the was registered in the poll. law." indicated disrespect for
Bud Davis
doubt but that the show will be repeated. It is certain- show
of confidence in the Mayor Charles Evers of Even t hough the law was
Cheviole
t Co.
ly worth seeing again. One mustn't forget the talented Stokes projected image. which Fayette Mississippi who is blatantly unjust, he was always
367
Union
Ave.
EDDIE HARRIS whose musical score was a contri- is generally thought of as a considered most militant by willing to pay the penalty, Dr.
some
only
527-4471
captured
more
61%
militant
of
Mays
one,
said. "He was willing to
was rebuting factor to the show's success too.
flected in the answers given the black vote, thereby ren- suffer for a righteous cause in
*
*
*
by many of the blacks con- dering him in third place the firm belief that this kind of'
behind. Stokes and Abernathy. suffering was redemptive.
THERE ARE TIMES when TV makes one realize cerning their moods.
Stokes was chosen favorite
just what an important force the medium can be. over passive Rev. Ralph AberLast week was such a time. Two excellent documen- nathy, leader of the Southern
taries were presented in "IT COULDN'T BE DONE," Christian L e a dership Conference who placed second
and "THE EXPLAINED." I thoroughly enjoyed both with a 62c", vote.
and remained glued to my TV set while the shows Abernathy o f no n-violent
philosophical fame proved too
were on.
condesending for the average
SERVING AS HOST-narrator for IT COULDN'T black question, and the fact
BE DONE," was former star of "M-SQUAD" and Os- was bore out when other
questions were put before them
car winner LEE MARVIN. During the hour. the Spe- concerning how they
felt in
cial told the story of Americans who have transform- general about conditions in
ed "impossible" dreams into actualities. THE 5TH the country today.
DIMENSION added their singing voices to the hour For instance, there has
been a sharp increase in the
for added entertainment for the educational presenta- blacks in America who feel
Roy West a native of Tupelo Okla. is now
that violence, will probably
tion.
News Director of Radio Station WDIA,
become necessary to achieve
becoming the first Black News Director
COMEDIAN FLIP WILSON had quite a time get- equal rights.
in Memphis. West heads a staff of four
ting to New York in time to host the "TONIGHT In 1966 oily 21', blacks
newsmen and has complete responsibility
spoiestihoonted tbhelie‘'reedeeotht is Harrisbe
to
SHOW" for regular host JOHNNY CARSON a few (
for all news coverage as well as special
community interest programs such as
nights ago. The slowdown of the airlines was at the'poll revealed that percentage
Tri-Log.
bottom of it all. Flip said on the show that he took has risen 10% since that time.
West is 30 years old, married and the fatdicwahttete
d
a private plane out of the west where he had just
ther of a two year old daughter. He is a
this time
;nether
graduate of the University of Oklahoma
completed an engagement, but was forced to abandon support was on the felt
decrease,
and is currently writing a book and occait in Cleveland and hire a car which he drove all and it would become necessionally special articles for national news
n,
sary
beforefor
thevriolernt rbounitda tiobne
media. He has also appeared as an actor in
night from the Ohio city to New York. The desert su
i
gthtseon‘fv
several small parts on Broadway.
certainly left its mark on the comic's face too.
granted.
West's Radio background includes work
percentage
at WLIB, New York, WINS, New York's
BY THE WAY, Flip will again sub for Carson,
all news station and as News Director
es AS'haomevoted Stokes their'
on Monday. April 20. I haven't learned the names Of)black
iero, also indicated that they 1
with WNJR in Newark, N.Y. from where
all of his guests, but one will be JOE WILLIAMS'felt the present system in the.
he came to WDIA replacing Robert
Richards. Richards remains with the Sondunetorym t e'l'‘rottcehna;geadndbemf
who can sing the blues or a ballad with equal ease. country
Roy West
erling chain, which owns WDIA, as an
e completely
before
* * *
Now News Director at WDIA
editoral writer.
black Americans can be free.
I AM LOOKING forward to the new TV season The third phase of the
the Harris poll.
in the fall when a list of new shows premiere. After restthieon
black mood
seeing "BAREFOOT IN THE PARK" on the stage, more determin
ed, was ansgthe TV version should prove a riot . . . especially wered most empatically afwith an all-black cast which includes two comedians firmative when no less than
said additional civil rights
. . . SCOEY MITCHLLL and NIPSEY RUSSELL. 77%
pressures must be applied in
Singer THELMA CARPENTER who won raves when America.
she subbed for PEARL BAILEY in the Broadway The entire 77% felt that the
additional pressures should be
smash "HELLO, DOLLY!'•, is set for the series too. directed at the Federal
govern-

Where Fresh Things
Are Happening!

Need a

A & P U.S.O.A. Inspected
fresh whole

New or Used

GENE HENDRIX
527-4471

50,000 WATTS OF SOLID SOUL

rtche nyt

Certain cars have always made a statement
about the people who owned them.
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Today, Toronado can say a lot about you.
Fully equipped, including Vari-Ratio Power Steering, tandem power disc brakes fiberglass belted, whitewall tires, 375 hp. rocket 455 V-8 Turbo Hydra-matic transmission,
foam padded, 6 ray electric front seat, electric clock, tinted gists, push button radio,
cruise control, tilt and telescopic steering wheel, door edge guards, deluxe seat belts,
custom interior, front and rear auxiliary floor mats, power windows and many other
accessories.

You Can Own The Ultimate Escape Machine For Only

85375
You're in good company in a inawilkirsi Tovonado by Oldsmobii.
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There is no assurance that the defeat of Judge
G. Harrold Carswell, a man who vowed 20 years ago
to support white supremacy and whose subsequent
conduct confirmed his fidelity to his oath, will stop
the Nixon thrust to appease the bigots and the Negro

National Advertising Representatives
AMALGAMATED PUBLISHERS, INC.
310 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N.Y.

haters in our society.
Nevertheless, this Senate victory is a sweet triumph.

Serving 1,000,000 Negroes in the Tri-State Area

Nixon And The Poor Blacks
In the balance, in the Nixon Administration, is the fate of the multibillion-dollar anti-poverty program
as it is presently known. The President is weighing the possibility of a
voluntary and private enterprise successor plan with tax-write offs to
businesses willing to invest in the
slums and train unemployed workers there.
Such an arrangement, if it can
be made to work, would supplant all
out-and-out federal subsidies. In general conservative Republicans are
hoping that Mr. Nixon will not carry
forward the welfare philosophy, with
its heavy pro-urban overtones, of the
Kennedy and Johnson Administrations.
There is much muttering among
moss-back Republicans that Mr. Nixon has been going too far on the
liberal side and may turn out to be
"me-too." It is quite clear that the
GOP's conservative wing is massing
its influence behind a move to put a
stamp of conservatism upon the
whole range of the Administration's
still evolving domestic designs.
The short-sighted attempt to
take the federal government completely out of the war on poverty is
one that ultimately will drag the
Administration down to the point
where it will be labelled anti-poor and
indifferent to the suffering of the
black masses.
With such a label, Mr. Nixon, in
fact the Republican Party itself,

would have little to offer as a plea
for a second term in office. There is
no surer way of insuring a return of
the Democratic Party to national
leadership and power in the next
four years than a general conviction
that the present Administration has
no concern or sympathy for the underprivileged, the handicapped and
the indigent who make up the great
bulk of American citizenry.

To show how the Administration
has made "a cold, calculated political decision to halt Negro advances," Brooke listed Nixon's position on school desegregation and voting rights, Supreme Court nominations of Clement F. Haynsworth Jr.
and G. Harrold Carswell, and the
lack of momentum on black capitalism programs.
Though other Republican Senators have publicly criticized the Administration's civil rights policies
before, none had done so in the
clear, unequivocal and uncompromising language used by Sen.
Brooke.
Brooke, the Senate's only Negro
member, campaigned for Nixon in
1968. He said, however, he was dis-

For the moment, it appears, that
the conservative have Mr. Nixon's
ear. They hold a tactical advantage
over the liberals because it was the
conservatives w h o chartered the
course or strategy that led to the
Nixon capture of the White House.

The Dean of the College is opening the way for curricular reform
that could change the intellectual
content of liberal arts education at
Harvard. University-wide, the graduate schools are hooking up their
and dramatic
resources in new
ways.
The Committee on Governance
— a 35-man group made up of students, faculty, and administrators
from all branches of the university,

cuAitIENCir

MY VIEW

Never has there been so much
collective self-scrutiny at Harvard,
or so much commitment to self-renewal. And seldom can there have
been such openness to change, or so
favorable a climate for it. Many
students who underwent "temporary
radicalization" last April returned
de-radicalized in September.
The quality of classroom work
is said to be higher than it was last
year. Senior tutors and department
chairmen are impressed by the number of remarkable academic p e rformances by individuals.

Although many civil rights leaders helped, we
single out the NAACP leadership for special commendation because they deserve it and also because somehow it has become fashionable in some quarters to
write-off the prowess of these "old warriors."

These NAACP veterans have proven once more
they know how to find their way through the corridors of power. They understand power. They know
how a decision in Washington can change the climate
ery, Birmingham, Selina, Chicago and of America. Further they know the value of liberal alMemphis unfold before your eyes you liances.
see and understand the depth to which
As long as black men are excluded from the dethe white man will go to defend his precouncils in Washington, Wall Street
segrecision-making
judice and protect his system of
gation and discrimination. It reveals and the bastions of power at the national and local
America at its worst and in a few places level of government and the private sector, the black
America at its better self as when Presi- man will control nothing.
dent Johnson signed the Voting A c t.
Some of our new leaders seem so concerned with
One cannot but wonder why it is that
price
a
such
getting black, straw-boss control of our slave plantathe black man has to pay
to try to get what the white man gets tions, our ghettos, that they tend to forget that we
by just being born white.
must abolish the system of slavery 'itself.
The spirituality of the picture shines
The old NAACP warriors know that as long as the
through. Without that spiritual note
black people might have gone from the black man in America is denied any right, privilege
theaters ready to riot and tear up the or opportunity that is open to all white men, the war
place. So blatant was the brutality. But must go on. They refuse to buy a half-loaf philosophy
instead the people at the theater where and they insist that a black man should be free to
I was, left in a worshipful mood as if
do anything, live anywhere, work at anything, go anythey had been to an eleven o'clock service on Sunday morning. Without the where, and aspire for anything he damn well pleases.
spiritual note that pervades throughout
The black man's "turf" is anywhere he chooses to
the three hours, Negroes would have left lay his head. Until this is true, democracy is a sham
as angry as whites did when Thomas
and an illusion.
Dixon's distorted picture, the Birth of
a Nation, stirred many whites to turn
They look upon segregation as Frederick Dougon Negroes a half century ago.
lass looked upon slavery. It has got to go. Their un"From Montgomery to Memphis" compromising stand on the fundamental rights of ciwas shown in eight Atlanta theatres. I
tizenship perhaps explains the remarkable support
have checked on four of them. The audiences in these four were mostly black. that the black masses have given their leadership.
Even the famous downtown Fox had
Recently a Louis Harris poll, based on interviews
only a sprinkling of whites. Atlanta is with a national cross-section of 1,225 blacks, was pubM. L. King's home town. If only a few
lished in Time magazine. Those who responded to
whites came out, it is further evidence
that the whites in Atlanta did not ac- the question "Whom Do Blacks Respect?" gave the
cept King in life and do not accept him NAACP top honors in first place.
in death.
When you consider all the shifting currents in

Montgomery To Memphis

A Point Of View

as well as representatives, of t h e
alumni and the Governing Boards
— is undertaking extensive inquiry
into Harvard's structure and governance; its relationships with the community, the government, the society.

I.

a
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By BENJAMIN E. MAYS
Everyone should see it. Every black
It must be forgoten that it was man should see it and every white man
conservative backroom strategy and should. The young blacks and the young
not conservative philosophy or com- whites should see "From Montgomery
mitment that made a GOP victory to Memphis." It reveals many things.
possible. Republicans must be real- Martin Luther was without doubt t h e
istic enough to realize that Presifreest man I have ever
dent Nixon will not be returned to
known and one of the most
office three years hence with a concourageous men ever reservative philosophy that places the
corded in the annals of
burden of welfare or social responhistory. If anyone doubts
sibility on the back of private enthese assertions I admonterprise.
ish him or her to see the
picture.
King emerges as the
moral and spiritual g e neral who led from the
illusioned and discouraged by the
front and did not issue orAdministration's negative racial at- ders from the rear or from some distitude. He does not seem to be alone tant headquarters as generals in the arin this reaction. The GOP's liberal- my do. He led without pistols and guns,
moderate wing is equally agitated without bombs and poisonous gases and
over Mr. Nixon's lack of commit- without vehicles in which to run away
ment to equal opportunity to the and hide. He led the people clad in the
nation's blacks.
armour of righteousness and a faith
And the clumsy utterances of that "Thrice is he armed who has his
Vice President Agnew have not ad- quarrels just." For more than twelve
vanced the cause of Republicanism years he lived and had his being in the
among Negroes. Some Republicans shadow of death developing in the period
are rapidly coming to the conclusion a fearlessness that conquered all fears
that the Nixon-Agnew team is out to even the fear of death. As King so often
wreck the party in their attempt to said, "no man is free until he overpursue a political course that would comes the fear of death." This is one
thread that runs throughout the picture
insure their re-election.
— courage and fearlessness.
In giving vent of his criticism
There is another thread that runs
of the Nixon anti-civil eights polithrough the picture — the cruelty and
cies, Sen. Brooke has expressed a
the brutality of the white man. As you
critical point of view held by an insee the drama of brutality of Montgomcreasingly large number of Republ'icans who cannot stomach the Administration's policy on poverty and
race. Sen. Brooke should be commended for his independence and
fortitude.

A New Day At Harvard
There is a growing feeling at
Harvard that the old order is breaking up. There is no strong consensus
about what the old order is. Some
look to the future with anticipation;
others are pessimistic. But at Harvard in 1970, there is reason to believe that a decade of unprecedented change is at hand. So says the
Harvard Bulletin.

Senators Ed Brooke, Birch Bayh,
Ted Kennedy, Jacob Javits and the liberals wno carried the ball on the Senate would be
the first to acknowledge the masterful mobilization of
support by Clarence Mitchell and the NAACP veter-

A struggle. though not yet bitter
is going on between the conservative and the liberal elements in the
Republican Party. It is a struggle
that grows sharper by the day over
the domestic program with respect,
especially, to slums, unemployment,
poverty and the unresolved urban
crises.

Independent Sen. Brooke
Charging that President Nixon is
following political strategy of writing off black urban voters in favor
of the suburbs and the South, Massachusetts Sen. Edward Brooke complained: "I have seen very little for
black people to applaud during the
Nixon Administration."

It proves that it pays to fight for
truth and justice however impossible victory may seem. Roy Wilkins, John Morsell and their colleagues in the leadership of the NAACP, especially the brilliant Clarence Mitchell in Washington,
.have good reasons for their smiles today. As in the case of Haynsworth, the
NAACP was in the forefront of the Carswell fight.

other week-end of violence in going to mean anything, then
SOUL BROTHER
the black community — shoot- we should think in terms of
Very few peoplle like to be
ings, cuttings, beatings, and kindness, understanding, symcriticized, whether for their
and mutual helpfulness
other expressions of disrespect, pathy,
towards each other. Some
. . or whether
own benefit
dislike, and even hatred. One complain about police brutality
the criticism is justified or
veteran police officer said it against black people, and then
not. But sometimes a general
was the worst week-end of turn around and give the
observation might be in order.
be
crime he had ever witnessed police lessons on how to
AmeriBlack
It's
brutal.
really
Of recent date black Ameri- in his policing experience.
cans who stand up and yelp
cans have given wide currency
Recently P o lice Director for respect from others, should
to such terms as "Soul Broeach other.
Frank Holloman released some show respect to
ther" and "Soul Sister." In
he
figures on local crime and
Of course, it is historically
one sense the terms sound all
cited the number of homicides and traditionally true that noright. Good. They seem to conlike another
in Memphis last year. His fi- body hates a slave
slave . . nobody hates a thief
note a kinship, and bonds of
gures showed that over 90 per- like another thief . . . nobody
understanding and sympsthy
cent of the homicides were is as hard on a prisoner as
among and between black peoInstances of black people kill- a fellow prisoner made a
ple. At least, that's what many
can
ing black people. The same trusty . . . and nobody
talk as low down about black
have been led to believe_
in
shown
was
high proportion
people as another black person.
But when it comes down to the statistics for aggravated
But that's just where the
practical application of the assaults, robberies, rapes, and
hits the wheel. If t he
water
misterms "Soul Brother" a n d mugging. Black people
"Soul old cliche that "charity begins
people.
black
using
'Soul Sister,' it seems that
Brother" and "Soul Sister" at home" has any real meanthe words are misleading. seemingly looking for the ing, then in black homes, even
The record shows that too other black fellow's soul With In the ghetto, the words need
bo be spread, that "soul Bromany black people are just a knife or gun or other weaand "Soul Sisters" ought
thers"
using words and not applying ponto start now displaying a little
meanings.
It seems that if "Soul Bro- more brotherly and sisterly
For i nstance, consider the ther" and "Soul Sister" are love
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Negro life in the last half century, all the crusades
and demonstrations, the riots and the revolts, and the
vast changes in the views and life styles of black
Americans, this record of leadership is remarkable
indeed.
This year the old warrior, Roy Wilkins, will observe his 70th birthday. We met him first 30 years
ago in Detroit in the one room office of the new
Michigan Chronicle newspaper at the corner of Beacon and St. Antoine. One summer day a tall, erect,
well groomed, handsome black man walked in, with
a friendly smile and an outstretched hand, and said
"I am Roy Wilkins."
It was a thrilling moment for he had already won

national acclaim as the crusading editor of the Kansas City Call and was the new member of the NAACP
secretariat and editor of the Crisis. His words today,
as they did then, still have that familiar bite that has
made two generations of bigots squirm.
In the 30 years since our first meeting, we
have followed his career with keen interest. He has
been a great general of a great army and even those
who on occaftion criticize his tactics have never questioned his intellect, his courage nor his commitment
to the cause.
President Nixon can't Intimidate Wilkins, Morsel!,
Mitchell and the veteran leaders of the NAACP and
as long as he persists in a retreat on civil rights, he
is going to have a fight on his hands. All Americans
who are concerned about doniuccacy, black and white,
should thank heaven that this is so.
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HONORED AT DEFENSE DEPOT — Paul Mott, deputy
director of the Directorate of Installations, presents Outstanding Performance Appraisals and Special Achieveme
nt
Awards to, from left, Samuel G. Durham, Samuel Haley,

Eve11 Campbell, William L. Jones and William H. Rhodes.
The men are employed at Defense Depot Memphis,
a
major field activity of the Defense Supply Agency.

Ellis May Be Ready
To Join 'Big Three'

Seeking
Spingarn
Choices

Page

First Black
Air Surgeon
Dies At 59

PHILADELPHIA — Funeral
services were held last week
from the Chew Funeral Home
for Dr. James P. Ramsey,
who became the first Negro
Eight surgeon in the U.S.
Army Air Corps as a World
War II distinction for blacks,
and who practiced medicine
in Philadelphia for 25 years.
He was buried in Eden Cemtery, Collingdale.
Dr. Ramsey was 59 at death.
He was a graduate of Philadelphia's Central High School
and the University of Pennsylvania, also in the city in which
in every sip
he made his home.
Seagram's V.0.—the
of
He received his medical deSmooth
Canadian.
gree from Howard University.
His service with the Army
Air Corps was during World
War II, from which service he
was discharged as a major.
He did post-graduate work CANADIAN WHISKY—A BILE110 Of SELECTED WHISKIES SIX YEARS OLD. 86 8 PROOF SEAGRAM DISTILLERS CO. NYC.
at the Albert Einstein Medical
Center and Hahnemann Hospital
and was on the staff of MercyDouglass Hospital and Pennsylvania Hospital. All of those
institutions are in Philadelphia.
Dr. Ramsey lived at 200
West Upsal St., Philadelphia,
and had offices at 1528 Christian
St. in the s ame city.

PITTSBURGH, Pa. — Bob Mg the pitch harder and hardGibson, Juan Marichal, Fergu- er until it wasn't a curve any- contests he just as easily
NEW YORK.—The opening
could have won.
son Jenkins!
more," he says. "Now it's a But now all of
of nominations from the pubthat
appears
They
name S.
Familiar
slider and I'm getting the job to be behind the long striding lic for the 1970 Spingarn Medal
should be, because they rate
native of Los Angeles. His con- was announced here last week
done
with it."
as three of the top pitchers
fidence
is high. He believes by John A. Morsell, assistant
now doing business in the ma- Last season it took Ellis
that
he can beat the best and executive director of the Na)or leagues. Among black hurl- awhile to start putting his there
are many who agree tional Association for the Aders they are looked upon as pitching game together. But
vancement of Colored People.
with him.
the "Big Three," players who once he
The medal, instituted in 1914
found
the
niche
he
Elllis
thinks
he
would
have
themselve
establishe
s as
d
have
turned out to be a hard man to done better last year, but by the late J.E. Spingarn,
individuals who have all the
beat. In fact, with any kind admits that he was frequently then NAACP Board chairman,
pitching t ools to win consis- of luck
highest
his 11-17 mark could upset by those who were run- is awarded for "the
tently.
or noblest achievement by an
have been better. During the ning the Pirate show.
This
This season there may be latter part of the season he
year, with a new cast, he American Negro during the
another black hurler who is dropped some tough games,
preceding year or years."
thinks he can find stardom.
ready to take his place in this
M I SS.—Friends
Usually the medal is pre- JACKSON
select company. He's Dock
sented at the NAACP annual of the veteran leader of the
Ellis, a hard throwing right
convention during the year of National Association for the
hander who is starting his
selection. This year's conven- Advancement of Colo red
second season with the Pittstion. the 61st, will be held People in Mississippi have deburgh Pirates.
June 29-July 4 in Cincinnati, signated Sunday, April 24, as
In his first outing of the seaWinner of the coveted award "Aaron E. Henry Day," at
son last week against the New
last year was Clarence Mit- which time they will honor
York Mets, Ellis came through
chell, director of the NAACP him for his courage, dedication
with the kind of pitching job
Washington
Bureau. Among and leadership role in th e
that may make him a new WASHINGTON — Atty. Wil- tive
earlier
Spingarn medalists are Fight for Freedon.
projects with state and
sensation in the National Lea- liam H. Brown III chairman of
local commissions fail, the Associate Justice Thurgood In announcing the observgue before many months have the Equal Employment Oppor- EEOC
will n.)t allow the failure Marshall NAACP Executive ance of the day, Alex Waites,
passed. In beeating the World tunity Commission (EEOC) has
to frustrate the basic Federal Director Roy Wilkins, Robert executive director of the MissChampions, 2-1, Ellis gave up announced the issuance of forC. Weaver, former Secretary issippi NAACP State Conferresponsibility.
only five hits and struck out mal charges against seven
of the Department of Housing ence, cited Mr. Henry's many
13.
Wisconsin employers al- In such instances, as in the and
Urban
Development, achievements and associations
Cases, the
1964 Sammy Davis, Jr., and
This is the kind of pitching leging discrimination in hir- Wisconsin
Sena- as an outstanding leader of
Civil
Rights
Act
empowers tor Edward W. Brooke,
that many baseball experts in ing or recruitment of blacks
III. black folk in the state. He is
the league are predicting will and Spanish surnamed Ameri- Brown, as EEOC chairman, In his will, Mr. Spingarn, not only the president of the
to
make
Commissioner
a
make Ellis a' new member of cans.
NAACP State Conference and,
charge in the belief it should who died in 1939. left a fund a member
the select 20 game circle. Pi- The Agency will
of the Association's
sufficient to continue t h e
investi- be investigated.
rate hopefuls are pulling for gate the charges to
national
Board
of Directors,
award
"to
perpetuate
the lifedetermine
Once the charge is issued, long interest of my
the same kind of pitching to whether the companies
brother, but also chairman of the State
are
the EEOC Regional Office Arthur B. Spingarn,
project the team into pennant engaging in
of my Democratic Party and an ofunlawful emcontention.
ployment practices, and at- (in these cases the Chicago wife, Amy E. Spingarn, and ficer of various civic, profesFor Ellis. a player who had tempt to eliminate any dis- office) conducts a detailed of myself in the achievements sional and church organizations.
a record of 11-17 last season, crimination
of the American Negro."
which the in- investigation.
this could be t he beginning vestigation reevals.
of something great. Standing Chairman
Brown said the
6-3 and weighing 200 pounds, charges
arose out of a joint
Dock, who just turned 2.5, is project
conducted with the
already looked upon as the
Winconsin Depa rtment of
pitcher with the best arm on
Labor, Industry and Human
the Pirate staff.
The Quality Remains...
Relations. He said that similar
In Florida this spring Ellis contracts for such joint prowas magnificient. In 33 innings grams in which the EEOC
ong After The Price hForgotte
of pitching he posted a 1.64 works with state
or local
earned run average. His fast human relations commissio
ns
ball was jumping and he was have been worked
out in some
You'll wear Stacy-Adams Shoes
putting the ball where he want- 42 areas.
for years—knowing they're- the
ed it to go.
The Wisconsin project was
fin est you can buy. Fine handThere is another pitch in undertaken on the state level
craftsmanship,
. .rich
the Ellis bag of tricks that is over a year ago but the state
luxurious leathers
fooling rival hitters. It's a agency was unsuccessful in
assure
you instant and everlasting
slider, a pitch Ellis says cameiresolving it voluntarily with
off of what he used to call the seven firms. Atty. Brown
comfort—plus Smart good''looks
his curve ball. "I kept throw- said that where such cooperathat'll carry you through many
seasons.

Aaron Henry
Day Is Set

Brown Files Bias
Suits In Wisconsin
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"1 Mid fell where the map- Coach Porter h a s remained
was lay the trail be left through the years. And so
Sunday was a time to reflect
behind hist." Harry Lander.
on the contributions of Coach
Testimonial Dinner. . . The Porter which are so interwined
altinai of St. Augustine and and interwoven in the history
Fr. Bertrand Nigh Schools and of St. A and Fr. Bertrand that
other interested citizens honor- can not ever be separated. It
ed Coach W.P. Porter Sunday was the kind of affair that
night ILA* Holiday Hall of tightens up your throat when
the Hello Ims-Itivermont with you heard the many deeds
I testionial dinner for his recalled and you too did a bit
king
of service to the of reminiscing . . . it is good
two seas* • .
twenty-nine to look back on the past.
to be enact. It was very apwere
peopeia"t hat Coach Porter And recalling the past
should,. honored at this time Robert D. Thomas, disc jockey
irises
Bertrand would be from V/DIA, who was master
of ceremonies and often broadInergke:31rith Catholic High of i
lemplikt-along with Sacred , cast the football g a m e s
' Aeart High, for he has been Brother Robert Bond, minisSouth Side Church of Christ
-he one permanent and tangi- , ter.
sic tie, that the many, many whom Mr. Porter taught and
Karen
gradates of old St. A on the coached in Brownsville;
BerFr.
student
,
at
Kaufman,
hill 0113Faiher Avenue and Fr.
G. Atkins,
trand, Brother
BertanaHsave had.
former student and player now
The
any beloved priests Staff Associate for Human Reand sang including the found- sources Memphis Area Cham-' M •
er Fr—Bertrand Koch, OFM ' her of Commerce; Tom Cleary.'
have :Zane and gone but ' head football coach Catholic
High; John R. Arnold, III, for.
.
mer student and player and T
now Vice President A r n o 1 d
dr
along
with:
Associates;
was chosen Sweet-j Mr. and Nies. Alfred David At Vanderbilt she is on. the
other former students and 1 Miss Bettye Kay Flowers, Miss Flowers was graduated' CAROLYN BRIDGEFORTH 1968-69 she
Psi Phi Fra-;Greene announce the engage- Faculty-Student Committee ,on
Omega
of
heart
i
1
a
St
o
Mr. and Mrs.
players Lewis L. Hines. Asi
will become the bride of Den- from St. Peters Catholic High
now reign- intent
is
he
ternity,
of her daughter, Rita Law School Objectives, past
sistant to the Mayor's Youth
I
'
' Inc.'
Reading and attend- Bridgeforth, Jr., of 1377 Casta- .jog as
Miss
to
in
attendant
first
School
ceremony
a
in
Paige
Earl
Sanders to Paul Mait- chairman of the Law Students
Cairns
Coordinator and Marino
engagethe
announced
Road
ha
Thomas!
College.
University
Knoxville
St.
the
State
at
held
of Ipswich. Eng- Civil Rights Research Council
be
to
Tennessee
eier
G
a
ed
sem , Athletic Director and
daughter,
Miss
their
of
ment
Saturday,
on
University Park and a member of the Board
nd
! Head Football coach Alcorh ICatholic Church
in Nashville. She is employed Carolyn Faye Bridgeforth to H e r maternal grandparents land
of Directors for the Middle
25.
April
Maryland.
•
Deat
A&M
Systems
I
College.
are Mr. and Mrs. Walter Guy
in the Data
Mks That GRAY
He
Bishop.
is
the
Anthony
A m e rican Civil
Mark
Tennessee
The bride-elect is the daughDepot Memphis.
Horn Lake, Mississippi. She Miss Sanders is the daughter
The Lasting Way
son of Mrs. Isson H. Jackson of
Liberties Union. Miss Sanders
, His Excellency Bishop Jo- ter of Mrs. George L. Richar-d- fense
Edwin
granddaughter
is the paternal
In hist
weinntes
of the late Reverend
seph A. Durick, Bishop of the son of Reading, Pa., and Ro-' The prospective bridegroom of 1807 Fairmeade Avenue and
has been an instructor of hisat home . even
4,.
of Mrs. Stonewall Bridgeforth of Cliftan Sanders. Mr. Geier is
Chicago,
of
Jr.,
Bishop,
H.
Ber, Catholic Archdiocese of Nash- bert L. Flowers, Sr.
Jesse
Father
at Tennessee State Uni.
dulls faded hair beof
tory
graduate
a
is
Hero Lake, Mississippi and the the son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
comes younger looking..
•
ville presented the honoree Mr. Paige is the son of trand High School and attend- Illinois.
and is currently teachversity
dark and lustrous, radiant
Geier of University Park, ing history at Fisk University.
with highlights. STRAND
with a medal from Pope Paul Mrs. James 0. Evans of ed LeMoyne College. He is The couple plans to be wed late Mr. Bridgeforth.
Hair Coloring won't rub off
Maryland.
1VI, the first such citation to be
Mr. Geier is a graduate of
or mash out. Safe with perFlint. Mich., and the late Mr. with the Buick Motor Division June 10, at the Ward Chapel Mr. Bishop is a graduate of
smanakts,too.Try STRAN D.
received by a layman in Ten- Anthony E. Paige.
in Flint, Mich.
AME Church. The bride-elect is Hamilton High School a n d is The bride-elect is the ma- Bucknell University in Lewisnessee. It would be wonderful
ONLY 98*
a graduate of Hamilton High presently a senior at Tennessee ternal granddaughter of Mr. burg. Pennsylvania where he
if the Bishop was based here
COMPLETE- NOTHING .
School where she was a mem- State University where he is and Mrs. Eskridge Grant of was president of Delta UpcoinAlso
there.
school
garten
the
which
ELSE TO BUY .
in Memphis, his forthright , of St. Thomas of
ber of the Debutante Society majoring in Business Adminis- Memphis. She is the niece ofl silon Fraternity, a frequent
leadership means much to the! honoree is a member, brought ing from out of town for the and Les June Dames. She was tration. He is a member of Miss Cornelia Sanders a n d actor in the University Theater,
Mary
Sister
were
church in Tennessee and to greetings for the church, Sis- dinner
5 natural shades:
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Phi Mrs. Debora S. Thompson of director of the New Wave
former principal queen of the National Defense
BVM,
Brow.
James
him
have
with
Memphis as ter Mary Killian, the sparkplug
Beta Lambda Business Fratern- Memphis.
was
and
1965-66
in
Corps
Cadet
Orem —uaat&ewe.
Film Festival, a member of
of F r. Bertrand, Lyncha
r his headquarters would be the
for it at your
attendant to the ity, the Pan Hellenic Council The bride-elect is a graduate Bucknell soccer team, and 'a
first
chosen
a
presented
idea
and
whole
Louis
the
St.
of
from
Johnson
cosmetic counter.
greatest.
Chicago, city-wide Miss National Defense and is a University Counselor. of Fisk University and receiv- member of the Inter-FraterRev. James Lyke. pastor scrapbook with the many cards Grant Ward, from
Corps. She was a mem- He is employed by the State of ed a master of arts Degree nity Council and Student-Eaand telegrams; Rev. John R. along with Ed. Stevens and Cadet
Memphis Chapter Co- Tennessee Department of Title fr.)m the University of Chi- culty Congress. At Vanderbilt
the
her
of
Football
oo
Assistant
Bertrand
Lee.
Fr.
Melvin
Batson, Principal
and Registration.
School of -Law
Inc.
Club,
Ette
ColGrambliag
cago. She ,will receive the Doc- University
made a presentation . . , a Coaches at
Miss Bridgeforth will receive H i s maternal grandnarents tor of Jurisprudence Degree where be is a second year stumoney bag, Monsignor Paul lege, Grambling, Louisiana.
University! dent, he is chairman of the
Vanderbilt
a B.A. degree in Sociology from are Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Lamon- from
W. Clunan recalled his long
memCommittee
Planning
and
Avenue
Dunn
1970
Law Students Civil Rights
of
due
At
May.
6.
June
Knoxville College
School of Law in
association with Coach Porter
member
the-dnnner were John Knoxville College she is a mem- paternal grandparents are Mr.
Council,
Research
was
she
as did Melvin Conley and Jo- bers for
At Fisk University.
Joseph
and
Dr.
Jr.,
Society
Aid
Arnold.
of
Legal
R.
Bishop,
H.
Mrs.
and
the
Jesse
of
Council
of
Executive
plathe
a
of
presented
her
seph Jordan
Delta Sigma TheRev. John Batson, Student Government and Delta 1622 S. Lauderdale Street, Mem- a member of
the University Dean of Men's'
student
que from Kappa Alpha Psi Atkins, Bell,
a
and
Sorority,
ta
Mr. and Mrs. Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. In phis.
Willard
Fraternity.
assistant in the history depart- staff.
Warner Benson, Msgr. Paul
She was a John Hay' The couple has set their
,
The featured speaker was Clunan, Hall Crawford, Chuck
Accounting-Secretarial
DeTri-State
the
to
it
Whitney Fellow at the Univer- wedding date for May 31; in
Eddie Robinson, Athletic Di- Evans, Bob Gallagher, Ellis mail
Nashville.
sity A Chicago.
giving
Calhoun
E.
124
Executive Secretarial
Head Football Kaufman, Sister Mary Kilian, fender,
and
rector
Coach at Grambling College John Johnson, Sam Qualls, reason why you think your
Business Administration
•
who was introduced by Coach Mrs. Whittier Sengstacke, Joe nominee should be honored.
•
Porter's son, Douglas Porter Tribo, Charles Washburn and
Football Dr. Edward Witherspoon.
May 2, is the date for the The Lula C. Byas Service
Assistant
who is
Refresher Course in
Coach at Grambling.
"Breakfast for M'- Club met for an inspiring meetDelta's
Woman of the Year Luncheon
ing at the home of Mrs. LuvenTyping and Shorthand
Porter's. . . will be Tuesday April 21, Lady" and the Continental ia Carridine for its March sesCoach
in
ladies
The
DAY AND EVENING CLASSES
life, his wife Jana and his in the Living Room at whch Ballroom is the place. Leola sion.
and
daughter Lucie Weidman were an outstanding woman will Gammon is Chairman
VETERANS ACCEPTEDFollowing the business, visi942-4798
call
to
you
like
would
by
Greyhound
honored
thel
be
as
modestly in agreement
tors were introduced The inSTUDENT LOANS AVAILABLE
where
Lines and the Tri-State De- for tickets. Pearl Bruce is Co- eluded Mrs. Carridine's father. CINCINNATI—The American create an organization
many accolades were hea
-tourin
compete
could
blacks
948-1133.
Chairman,
Rev. C.J.GASTON.DIRECTOR
upon him. Lucie had journeyeed fender. Joe Black, Vice PresiCall or Write
the Rev. G. A. A. Jones, andi Bridge Association ended its
since the Zan
bridge,
nament
will
make
Greyhound
a
of
dent
Toronto,
Championship
from her h ome in
If you'd like an application her sisters, Mrs. Willie Hurst six-day Spring
492 Vance Avelitte-P11.527-4917
bridge organnation
Ontario for the occasion. She's presentation to the honoree and for the "Mother of the Year" and Mrs. Pauline Swayze Reed. tournament at the Sheratonj existing
denied them membership -and
the director of her own Kinder- two alternates.
contact Elsie Bailey, 948-5792. A beautiful table was set by Gibson Hotel on April 5.
participation.
Saturday is the deadline for Janet Henson is Chairman of the hostesses, Mrs. Carridine,
you to get your nominee in so Publicity, Johnnie
Overton Mrs. Corine Currie and Mrs. More than 600 bridge players Winners of the chameironplease address your letter to Chairman of May Week and Magnolia Howard. It includ- from 22 states, most of them ship events were as follo='
"Woman of the Year" and Mattie Crossley is President. ed fried chicken, baked chick- black, competed for master. Mixed Pair-Mr. and -4A rs.
Samuel L u cas of Yellow
en, baked ham, string beans. points awards and trophies.
congealed salad, hot rolls and The ABA, a nation-wide or'Springs Ohio.
Easter eggs.
dompriatiwal fr union ave.
ganization with membership; Swiss Team of Four-- tie)
The club's next meeting will exceeding 5,000, was formed in Leo Benson, Louis Clay, DOuseetblawd stall
be held this Saturday, April 18, 1932. The primary objective ofj glas Fullwood, William Sides,
at the Lelia Walker Clubhouse. the charter members was to; all of Chicago, Ill. Luis rinri
(downstairs)
Roscoe R igmaiden,
and
•fashion speciotists in sizer
Philadelphia; George Johnson,
.
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2to 321
/
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L. R. Batra, of Atlantaand Ron Smith of St. Louis..
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Carolyn Bridgeforth
iss Flowers Plans
25 , To Be A June Bride
or Wedding April

Rita Debra Sanders
Will Be Wed May 31
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HAIR COLORING

GRIGGS

BUSINESS COLLEGE

rnent.

iLula C. Byas
Club Is Feted

merican
Ends National Tourney

ByMon Claire

14 North Main

CS S

527-3619

SPRING IS HERE

Vok

100% HUMAN HAIR
Shortie

WIG
Hand Made
WIG
Lang
FALLS
Wash& Wear
WIG
Afro
WIG
'1695

SPRING SAVINGS

PRICE

SPRING SAVINGS

PRICE

SPRING SAVINGS

PRICE

SPRING *AMC' PRICE

'1095
'3495
'2495
'1095
Wash& Wear Tapered

WIG
95

softly flowing,
decidedly feminine
20.00
specially sized
3* t.52

SA LE
MAIL ORDERS:
add 75c postage
2% tax for
1
nhas 4/
rilit•MMI delzvery.

HAW SMElzu Attp

LAY-A-WAY

Expert Styling 1/

MATTER (31ARGE

50

LADIES
FASHIONS
SH OES

unusual keyhole neckline shift and short
locket of fluid Arnal
friamitatsi jarsay ...
machine washable and
drip dry ... floral
print of brown on blue
or blue on green.

•

'2495

SHOE BOX
85 SO. MAIN

ENTIRE
STOCK
REDUCED
master charge

J

BANKAMERICARI

STOUT SHOPPE
DOWNTOWN •
64 SO. MAIN
• 5274436
UNION AVE. •
1992 UNION
• 274-2065
WHITINAVEN • SOUTHLAND MALL • 3954064

Layaways Invited

Open Pair-(tie) Robert Can, Sylvester Lee, Dayton.
I Ben Seigel, Cincinnati, Thaodare Griffin, Dayton.
Mixed Team-( tie) Mr. ahd
Mrs.' Herbert Wilson, ...Art
Reid. Mrs. Jane Mulford, all
of Cincinnati Annease Canty,
Dayton, Ohio, Luena Sayles, Cleveland; Edward Rawls,
Jim Lott, both of Atlanta, GA.

Be .the prettiest lady•
ia town. ..Wear
ORIGINAL
By
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'Laugh along with Bill Cosby Sunday nights
at 7:30, and with Diahann Carroll as
"Julia" on Tuesday _nights at 7:30. Our
own Art Gilliam reports the news Saturday
evenings at 6 and 10 P.M., and on Channel
5 newscasts throughout the week he
reports stories of special interest to the
black community.
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OUTSTANDING SOROR - Mrs. Maridelle Adams,
right,
has been named the outstanding member of Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority's Southeastern Region, and admiring the
plaque ()resented to her is Mrs. Mary Brooks, recently
elected regional director. (MeChriston Photo)

Mrs. Maridelle Adams
Honored By Sorority
Memphis Sigmas were all own member, Mrs. Mary
smiles upon their return from Brooks, who presided for her
the Sreastern Regional Con- firs time since having been
held in
fermi
Nashville, elected as regional director
March 27 28.
of the Southeastern Region of
WHY SMILES? First of all Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority.
one of their members, Mrs. Even though it was her first.
Maridelle Adams, had won she was well poised and prethe award for the outstanding sented in a stately manner.
member of the region of Sigma
The meeting opened Friday
Gamma Rho Sorority.
afternoon with board meeting
selected
They
had
Mrs.
and committee meetings. At
Adams as their "Sigma of the
one of the sessions on Friday
Year" when the Panhellenic
Attorney H. T. Lockard, AdCouncil held its award banquet
ministrative Assistant to Govin January so they had much
ernor Buford Ellington, gave
NEW "MISS RHOMANIA" Presenting
"Miss Rhomania of 1969." The affair was
to make them joyful when she
a certificate to the Grand Basiflowers to Miss Regina Blount, the "Miss
the Climax of the Sigma Mademoiselle
brought home the honor of the
leus of Sigma Gamma Rho Rhomania of 1970" after placing a crown
Scholarship Luncheon held recently at the
region'.
Sorority Dr. Lorraine Williams, on her is Miss Deborah Flagg, who was
luau Restraunt. (McChriston Photo)
Then Omicron Sigma Chap- making
her an honorary cititer won the award for the
zen of Tennessee. Later in the ,
Mrs. Ethel Watkins, co-chairhighest number of members
meeting a representative from •
man; Mrs. Maridelle Adams
front, any one chapter attend- the Mayor's
office gave Mrs.
her usual dedicated manner,
ing the regional conference. Brooks
a key to the city of
served as chairman of the conBesides Gamma Chi Chapter Nashville.
testants with Mrs. Mary Perat','Blemphis State University
kins co-chairman.
split the cash award with a
There were many challenging
Mrs. Bernice, Fowler i presichapter from another city for itieas advanced in the various'
deco'. of Omicron Sigma Chapthe .bighest number of campus sessions and workshops and
The o.Pothers of Sigma Gam- Loth of Ciee sororit sisters.: ter: Mrs. Maria Butter, presimembers from ope chapter. many commitments made for ma R.
Sorority held their Mrs. Bernice Morrow was in'dent of Aloha Omicron ChapFurthermore t h e
Memphis GREATER COMMUNITY MADEMOISELLE LUNCHEON charge of the numerous rtizes ter
and Miss Velda Bowen.
Sigthas are happy over the SERVICE
AND
GREATER.at the unique Luau Restaurant that were given to those guests, president 31. Gamma
Chi chap
fact that Miss Anna Cook. a COMMUNITY
P R 0 G RESS,' with an overflow attendance. holding the matching numbers; ter of Sigma Gamma
Rho So
member o f
G am rn a
Chi which is the national theme for Besides the abundant supply of l pulled from the "Sigma Bun-, rority.
Chapter. won the regional the Sorority. These commit- delicious food the Sigma ladies!ny."
Much to their surprise .
scholarship for 1970-1971.
ment
will be carried out:and tneir guests enjoyed the some of the guests won useful
To put the lid on the entire to the fullest. The first one talent program which consisted prizes.
process the Memphis Sigmas 's a
iza hie
;It to the St. of vocal solos; readings, an inThe enjoyable af ernoon was
were overly proud of their Jude Hospital for Children.
strumental solo and a creative climaxed with the crowning of
. dance performed by Miss Pat-,"MISS REOMANIA, 1970", and
rica Ann Wirt, a modern dance the awarding of checks to the
, student at LeMoyne-Owen Col- . winners. Miss Regina Blount
lege and a Rhomania con- was crowned "MISS RHO, testant.
: MANIA, 1970". by Miss DeThere was also a display of borah Flagg, Miss Rhomania,
models who were glamorous, 1969.
in their spring outfits, some of' Miss Blount is a senior at
The Evatina Hurt Garden ful Commission in a "Clean-Up which were creations from Melrose High School and the
Club met at the home of Mrs. Campaign."
UNIS OF MEMPHIS. the shop daughter of Mr. and Mrs. ClifRachel Dean of 839 Hamilton Officers of the club are Mrs. of the narrator for the talent ford Blount; Miss Flagg is the
St. Ivory Jeans, president; presentations,
St. on Saturday, April 4.
Miss
Eunice daughter of Mr.and Mrs. SamThe club is a Memphis Mrs. Manae Standback, vice Carruthers.
uel Flagg.
Federated Colored Women's president: Mrs. Elizabeth
Miss Denise Hawkins was The second place winner was
Club, and was organized in the Saunders, secretary: Mrs. Mil- ! the guest model and Miss Dor- Miss Michelle Nolan, a junior
home of Mrs. Zana Ward. presi- dred Hodges, recording secre- cas Perkins the guest soloist. at Shadowlawn High School.
dent of the City Federation, on tary: Mrs. Rachel Dean. treas- For the most part the talent the daughter of Mrs. Claudean
urer; Mrs. Ethel • P. Griffin, review was presented by the Walker . Third place went to
June 30, 1968.
The members thought that chaplain; Mrs. Lillian Bowles,!"MISS RHOMANIA" contes- Miss Bernie Anderson who is
the club should be named for programs; and Mrs. Myrtle tants. Miss Eunice Carruthers a senior at Southside High
Mrs: ;Hurt on account of her, Crawford, projects.
narrated in her own unique School. Her parents are Mr. and
love and care for her beautiful Other members are Mrs. Es- I style and
Mrs. Clarlesetta Mrs. Ralph S. Anderson.
telle
flower garden.
Bland,
Mrs. Bernice ! Branham performed graciousMrs. Frances Flagg was the
The club is planning to join Dillard. Mrs. Mamie Peoples:1y at the organ. Sigmas are, very diligent general chair
hands with the City Beauti- and Mrs. Magnolia Walker.
overly proud of the talent of man of the scholarship event.
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Where you see it all

Miss Rhomania 1970'
Crowned At Luncheon

Buy U. S. Savings Bonds

Evatina Hurt Garden
Club Holds Meeting
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One Of The
Most Important
Steps You'll
Ever Take
il
-ELP THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
and HELP YOURSELF as a member of the
METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT of WASHINGTON,D. C.
We need men that UNDERSTAND WASHINGTON'S PROBLEMS. -

•Advancement Opportunities 'Medical Care .Family benefits'Excellent
Retirement •Educational Opportunities .Vacation and Holidays'Entrance
Salary of $8000- full pay received during the 16 week training course.
•Relocation expenses paid by the Metropolitan Police Dept.,Washington,D.C.

REQUIREMENTS
Age — 21 thru 29
Height — 67
High School Diploma
or equivalent

Where:

Main-Post Office Building—:No. / North
Front Street—Memphis, Tennessee

When:.Saturday, April 25,10 A.M.—Monday, April
27,6:30 P.M.

TREE-PLANTING CEREMONY — Offieers and members et the Charmette
and Knights. Social Club of Melrose High School assembled on the campus
on Thursday. April 2, and art seen here planting a pink flowering dogwood
ee in !twittery of the fate Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. The lasting memorial
to Dr. King was authorized by the executive boards of both clubs. Membership in the Char mettes and Knights is on the junior and senior class
letel, and members must donate time to community projects, school pro.

MOVING?
Fur Complete
Quality Service, Local

Long Distant and
Storage,
Call 527-5297 for
Free Estimates

grams and city-wide activities which enhance and ennoble, Miss Jacquelir
The.» is president of the Charmettes and Larry Perkins president of the
Knights, Miss Maggie McDowell and Willie E. Lindsey , are senior class
‘ponsors. Mrs. Laurkla W. Jones and Mrs. Lucy Stansbury are Charmette sponsors and Joseph Matthews and Clarence Payne sponsors for the
KLights.

Prince Hall Masons Miss. Fails To Enact
,Enter New Building AL Y.-Type'SchoolLaw

j JACKSON, Miss. — T h e , of Hattiesburg said: 'We've
Mississippi S:ate Legislature never admitted before that
Williams,1
Charles
F.
ceremonies for the Rev.
. '••di-ation
,.
for more than sixl such Federal orders are sir"bluffed"
For furfher Information about.tests in your area,
new Office Building and Head- Grand Master of Tennessee
that threat to pass perior to our state laws." .a.0
on
months
call:(901)534.3956
quarters for ;he Most Worship- Prince Hall Masons, announced
same identically- I'd rather not start now."
the
almost
a motorcade
E-Z Storage & Von Co. .ftil Prince Hall Grand Lodged that plans include Grand
New York State
as
law
worded
Lodge
Free and Accepted Masons,, from the former
dying on the vine were
enacted in 1969 prohibiting •Also
493 S. Main St.
.luri,:diction of Tennessee. willlHeadquarters at Fourth and enact
bills heatedly itni-Othe
all
of
racorrect
to
he:d en Saturday. Anril 13.' P.eale Streets, to the Woom-,"schools busing
the session 'hI
during
duced
•
.
and setting
-;eld Bantist Church, at 123 , cial imbalances"-freed0 ,,,
passionate oratory by white
of
^73
South,
,
0
ocalled
-)
:e
lit
-). k
-. .1 rnWaY, ..es . where '
. South
southern Mississippi Legiala'.-s-- : •. ..Vest, n 11..ailhis. the Dedication Program will choice" regulations, b u t in
member who promised
lure
• the Jirst property owned by, be held. The motorcade will the end when the Legislature
state tax concessions
,make
to
it
week,
he Grand Lodge in forty yearsd leave the downtown location at closed its session last
who send their chi!.
parents
to
han.
1
Previous headquarters loca-: 1:00 o'clock. Dedication Pro- found it couldnt' exactly "
.: :ins have been in buildings, grain activities will begin at
it."
public schools and to whttP
owned by local masonic groups. the church at 3:00 o-clock.
Thus Mississippi became the citi7ens croons and individuals
South states 1% hu set up such private
—• f-'''a i'!c i L WesleY• "lent- Activities of the day also, in- first of the Deep
e: !ie Stinrerie Council of dude
Cere- which killed the measure and schools.
Ribbon-Cut inc
i rt e Hall .,‘•_nt,tish Rite monies at the Headquarters failed to follow ,hrough on the
Jurisdie Building, with a reception threats made in thz Senate . Here, too, there was a con',Iasonry. Southern
by many members of .the sou- flict with both Federal Court
!on.
1%
be the principal , and open house following,
peaker. Dr. Wesler, formerly The Tennessee Grand Lodge them, congressional delegation, decisions and HEW directlye
1.)residont. (if Central State Uni-! includes 8,000 members. in 290
The states of Louisiana, Ala- which hold such tax concesIna and Georgia have al- , sions for not-yet-fully-a ccredit•
Wilberforce.
Chi".
ba
local
the
- l!!*
lodges throughout
tifivo Direct-sr of Stat e. 2.000 members in 50 ready adopted laws patterned ed private schools unconstink
t'le Association for 'the Study, lodges are in Memphis. Mem- on the wording of the New tional.
1620 MADISON
1232 E. SHELBY DRIVE
Negro Lite and Ilistor.,. He hers of Excelsior Grand Chap- York State 'Law which New
The 'Mississippi Legislature
is Editor of the Negro Historic- ter, Order of the Eastern Star, York's U. S. Senator Abraham ducked a confrontation with
IWHITEHAVEN)
.,1 Encyclopedia. recen ly pub- are also cooperating in the Ribicoff said was "hvpocriti- Federal Courts and Federal
ushed by the Association.
actis ies of the Day.
cal" if the South weren't allow- school aid provisions by stmpd the same, interpretation of ply failing to bring the mea5014 POPLAR IAT MENDENHALL)
the Supreme Court ban agains: . sures up on the floor for
.egregated schools not applying
residential housing pattern- ,
paO
ssneed.owould
caused desegregation.
the have
biiis put
shsiasar
Receipts.
Register
Be sure to save your Cash
In the closing minutes of the sippi, one of the nation'sinpotohrerdrs&
$6,000 per week available for your favorite charity!
Mississiopi Legislature s se;- est states, still further
Prices in ,he ad effective noon,Thors. P, Pril
sions last week, state law- hole o n the matter of total
midnight Thurs. April 23 • We reserve the
makers let the measure die revenue t o operate the state
luantities. None sold to deaier!..
n git
from mac ion, rather than budget.
•
bringing the ''hangup- be- The measure would knee
Swift's
tween the Mississippi House raised the standard exemption
and the N!ississippi Senate allowed for child dependents:
on a House-passed amendment to the bill to a vote.
Big 24 oz. Can
The amendment passed by
Kounty Kist Frozen
the Mississippi House, making
its version differ from the
version
'State
Senate-passed
of the bill, took into consideraWhole Kernel Golden
tion the vetoing authority ot
action by the Federal Courts' Priendship Baptist Church at
or
the
national executive 1355 Vollentine ave. will hold
branch of government.
its annual Spring Revival April
The amendment would have 26-May 1, starting nightly at
Kitchen Sliced
exempted all schools under Fe- 7 p.m. and the public is invited.
deral Court orders or those The revival will be conducted
under administration by t h e by the Rev. H. P. Sandridge,
Dept. of Health, Education and pastor of Thomas Chapel BapWT
e0
1faraed
.
tist Church.
mit that the will of The revival is not only being
the Federal government and held for the salvation of sinvote — Gibson 34; Richardson ners, but also for the rededicathe entire United States is tion of Christians.
to be obeyed above that of a Music for the services will
state law was too much for be sung by the Friendship
the Mississippi Legislature, to choir.
do.
The Rev. W. A. Suggs is
In letting the measure die, minister of Friendship BapState Senator Edward Pittmanitist Church.
21b. bag
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MID-SOUTH'S FINEST

MOST COMPLETE SUPER MARKETS

EAST

SOUTH

MIDTOWN

HI

OPEN TrAsl, CLOSED SUNDAY

SPAGETTI & MEATBALLS

394p

VEG. -Mixed

. . . Thats it's Spring
. . . That more buses are on the
streets to serve you

...That IT'S BETTER BY BUS...
Cheaper than driving a car,
cooler than walking,
Safer than any way
you can go.
For Schedules, call 523-2521

CORN
SWEET-PEAS

....... linEN
200z.- 1190

MEMPHIS
TRANSIT
AUTHORITY

SAUSAG
DETERGENT 3/1.00
950
at.

BURGER
3 lb.pkg.
or more lb.
24oz.

170

526-3052

Pillsbury Extra Light

IISCUITS

8 oz.3/250

BOX OFFICE OPENS 11:45
FEATURES 12-2-4-6-8-10

Snowdrift Pure

VEG. SHORTENING 3-lb. can69
Pert Luncheon Size
FRED MONTESI

BACON
Reg. or Thick
2 lb.Pkg. 1.37
Shoed Tray Pak lb.

HAM
SLICES

Aleakkessikk•••ItiCkfm•
" A SOUTHERN TOWN TURNS INTO A TIME-BOMB

starring

ib.,59.

Loin or Rib Center Cut,

700 PORK CHOPS lb.754t
With 1C1Ls coupon and 5.00 additional purchase excluding value of coupon merchandise (fresh milk products and tobacco also excluded in compliance with state law).
Coupon expires noon Wednesday,April 22.
1970. Anti-freeze and Turley purchase
not inchfded in ccniport redemption.
One coupon per

With Coupon and 5.00 additional purchase

At noon today law and order
IN Colusa County will be in the hands
of a black sheriff.
rail stay around for the excitement... Ihear

family per week

Jim Brown..George Kennedy._ Fredric March
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Sports Horizon

Gerald T i nker, Memphis
State's freshman sprint sensation from Miami where he was
the 220 champion in the Orange
Bowl Festival, was in a class
all to himself in a triangular
meet with Murray State, MSU
and LeMoyne-Owen last Saturday night at the Fairgrounds. Tinker won his specialties, the 100 yard dash
in 9.5 and the 220 in :21 flat
but Murtay State ran up a
winning total of 103 points.

k!e-stralt4

ww4110

hurdles and beecame an
double winner in both hurdle
events, taking the highs in
:14.7 and the 440 yard grueling
intermediates in 56 2.

About 1,000 track enthusiasts
turned out and went away convinced that MSU has the nucleus of a* good track squad
and should make a good showing in the Missouri Valley
Championships.
The
Tigers
lacked the depth needed in:
field events and the distance
The Tigers were second with races. Murray swept all seven
56 points and LeMoyne-Owen field events and the racers
also'
had 18 for third. This was' broke the tape in the mile
fast
company
rather
for the &BO and the three mile runs.
Mad Magicians but the PurSPORTS BRIEFS
ple Wave gave a good at.
count of themselves consider- Grambling Coach Eddie Roing the highly publicized talent binson was in town last Sunday evening to speak at the
of their two opponents.
dinner
Memphis State received its testimonial
honoring
first jolt less than a minute Father Bertrand Coach W.P
after the running events had Porter at the Holiday Inn Rigotten underway. Former Ma- vermont. Porter, the dean of
nassas sprinter Raymond Pe- MIAA football coaches, will
BOI OF THE YEAR - Shannon Brown, 13, was selected
ters pulled up lame as the assist the staff at Catholic
leadoff man on the MSU 440- High when Bertrand phases from some 680 members of the Goodwill Boss' Club as the
relay team. Peters pulled out after this school year and "Boy of the Year," and he is seen here receiving a
trophy from J. B. Brooks of Radio Station WIDIA.
a hamstring muscle and Coach merge with the former all
Larry, Wright's cindermen lost boys schools. Robinson took
all chances to upset the visit- time out to talk to a possible
ing lacers from Kentucky. recruit. Bernard Smith, AllPeters was counted on for Memphis tailback at South
points in the quartermile and Side, is considering a grant
his presence was suppose to to Grambling which has gramake a match out of the meet duates scattered throughout
ending mile relay. The Tigers the pro ranks. Coach Porter's
ended up scratching three of son Doug is on the Grambling The Goodwill Boys' Club of might help others, has only just
Memphis has selected its new turned 13.
the feur runners in that event staff.
"Boy of the Year" from the 680 The award was presented by
and unheralded LeMoyne fimembers who have competed J. B. Brooks of WDIA Radio.
nished second making an early
this prestigious honor.
for
bid to pull off an earth shaking
This year's recipient, Shannon
upset.
Brown has been active in all
However, L-0 couldn't match
phases of MT club including
thr'Murray swift mile fourcamping,
crafts, woodworking
The
Orleans
Street Comsome which had Tommy Turner as anchor man. Turner is munity Club's March meeing science, and especially our den
rated number two in the was held at the home of Mrs. where he can almost always be
world over 440 yards and has Linnie Johnson of 337 E. Trigg found studying or reading for
after all, he is an honor student
already
been
clocked this ave.
Porter
in the 7th grade at
year in :45.5. His winning time Mrs
Marie Ross, the presi- Junior High School.
last,. Saturday night running dent,
presided over the meet- In the four years he has been
into a head wind was :47.8.
ing, and afterwards all enjoyed a club member he has missed
Tinker and Turner met head a tasty menu prepared by very few days at his club.
on in the 220 but the close the hostess.
Gremlin with the Standard In
Only a few of his club honors
SR for ZIP and 13 mu, Vs
duel between them failed to' The club's next meeting will have been bumper pool champ,
i^rit:s Ioniser than a VW for
handling ease and KO pounds
materialize as the MSU flash- be held in the home of Mrs. games festival winner, and
heavier for stable expressway
ran off from the field breaking Nancy Lee of 583 Walker St. awards of excellence winner in
driving. Most but
all is the
price.
the tape several strides ahead On Thursday, April 23. Officers at least six areas.
of teammate Ed Hammonds will be installed at the meet- When his mother was asked
and Turner who had to hustle ing.
to describe Shannon, she said,
to place third.
Mrs. Velma •IV illiams is -He is the man of the house. He
The Tigers' Dave Wald- secretary, and Mrs. Mattie is most considerate and takes
schmidt was the class in the Johnson, reporter.
care of his two brothers and
- three sisters.''He helps budget
'the money and buy the grocer
jet"
While his mother works as a
nurse in the prison ward of
excluding
John Gaston Hospital. her son.
freight
the "Boy of the Year." takes
care of the home. All of this is
very amazing when you realize
Actor Hugh O'Brian appeared, The contest is sponsored by that this young man, who hopes
ow- network television to re-. the Hugh O'Brian Youth Foun- to be a lawyer someday, so he
mind high school sopohomores dation. Pepsi-Cola Company.
of the April 20th deadline for and the Exploring division of
Fosters Quarry Meet
the space seminar essay con- Boy Scouts of America.
test.
Mr. O'Brian e xplained that LOS ANgE11LES - (UPI) Applications can be obtained
-Nor
Foundation's purpose is to Mac Foster, !the unbeaten
the
from Boy Scout Service Center.
Fresno.
accent the positive: to pat the heavyweight f r om
171 South Hollywood and are
and let Calif., will face Los Angeles'
avSllable to all youths, not just l good boy on the back
there
know
regard
for Jerry Quarry in a 10-round
him
is
scouts, who will be finishingi
responsible member of fight at the Coliseum June 12.
being
a
their high school sophomore'
the community.
Promoter Aileen Eaton An
year this spring. The contest
requires each entrant to write Pepsi Cola Bottling Co. of nounced the signing of the pair
Motor
-inner ma" get
an. essay of 400 words or lessi Memphis, in addition to the all- and said
on,"What is Man's Future in expense trip for national win- a crack at champion .ioe FraziCompany
Space?" Winners will receive ners, will supply awards to er in Novo nirr.
695 UNION 525-6391
an all-expense trip to Cape Ken-1 district winners within the Foster. a 27-year-o!d Vietnam
nedy Space Center to attend a Chickasaw Council Boy Scout veteran. cf,t-e.i his 24th knock I out in 24 starts last week
seminar JuIy 12 to 18
area•

Porter Honor Student
Named 'Boy Of Year'

Orleans Street
Club Will Meet

.JO HELP YOU GET BETTER FOOD FOR LESS MONEY...
AND STILL GET
TOP VALUE
STAMPS!

19701/2 *

You can't do as well
anywhere else!

GREMLIN

1879

BANQUET
MEAT PIES

1

0
DO&tat

4

SUGAn

Chicken,
Turkey or
Beef, 8-Liz.

'70 JAVELIN

Sophomores Reminded
Of Contest Deadline
•

bag
Ea. I
VVIl H OUR COUPON OFFER 1

2380

CUT-UP MIXED PARTS

'70 HORNET

FRYING
CHICKEN

MEL-0-SOFT
BREAD

7. 44

1L-lob.A4v-oErs
.
$

1

QUARTER
PORK LOIN
Sliced as Mixed Chops

Bucket of Mixed Parts

•
/NMI.
r•

••••

U.S. CHOICE TENDERAY

BOSTON
ROLL
Boneless Roast

siS19

SECURITY

SALAD
TOMATOES

RED
POTATOES

20- LB.
BAG

QUART

Dtjamescrow:
father of his
country's whiskey.

Nothing finer has happened to Bourbon
in seven generations. Old Crow.

94

PINT

COOKED HAM
Tenderloin of Trout ih 594
Margarine 4 884
eoneless Fillets

ib.59s

SHANK
PORTION

3 to 5-lb. "Family Pak"

Eatmore

By Act of Congress,Bourbon is now officially
America's native Whiskey-and the man who
started it all was Dr.James Crow.When he
developed the first quality-control distilling
process back in 1835, he elevated American
whiskey-making to a science-and created the
greatest Bourbon of them all: smoother,
mellower Old Crow. Over the years,
Americans have made his Whiskey their
favorite. And why not After all...

APPLES

994 39
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MICHIGAN JONATHAN

1-1b.
ctns.

/E27o
For Extra Top Value Stamps.
ft with a 2 lb 1)4 Kroger

It

5u Innen ‘. egetables
with 2
50 Cookies
with a 3-1b.
100
Vac*Pac Coffee
SO with 2 pkgs. Kroger Nuts

pkgs C.,untr.( en

Kroger

For a whiter wash'

Qt 21.

Pyrex Bleach
All Flavors

cit. 29.

Wagner Drinks

50
50
it
s
V

with either Chef Size Spices
(7-oz.Garlic or Onion Salt,
Black Pepper or Salad OnlixislID
with 2 pkgs. Darkish Pastries
with 2 pkgs. Wiener Rolls
or Kroger Sandwich Bread

COUPON

100 with 4 Light Bulbs
with 2-lha. or more Ground
Chuck or Round
with two 14-oz.
O
V Fox Deluxe Pizzas

DOMINO
SUGAR

50

SO

100 EXTRA
so.
or
=
One
ars

TOP VALUE
STAMPS

50

5-lb. 9C
bag
with this coupon and
$5.00 additional out..
chase,excluding tobacco

with this
coupon and

$5.00 purchase,
excluding tobacco and
fresh or frozen milk
produ ta and In adds.
Rion to any other purchase requirements
rood thns Tues..A pr.21
limit one.

and

fresh

milk

products.

or

frozen

Good thru Tue., A oril 21

Limit

mama

one.

PPPIUMW.

...

25
25
25
25
25
25

with 2 pkgs. Breakfast or
Center-Cut Pork Chops
with 2 pkgs.
Center Slices Ram

with 39ci or more

•••
•

Bananas

with 2 heeds Lettuce
with 6 Tomatoes
with 3-lbs. or true Onions
with 5-1b. lug Oranges or
Grapefruit
with 50-1b.* Fertilizer
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Black Psychologists
Symposium At Loyola U.

Mimphis Students See
Aftlenry Star In Game

The Psychology Department nificaace of the Black Revoru
and Psi Chi of Loyola Univer- tion for Male and Female" Dr
sity of Chicago will sponsor Dr. Doris Washington Welcher,
"A Symposium of Black Psy- chief psychologist, Child Gronili
chologists" on April 16, from and Development Clinic, Jobs
2 to 5 p.m. at the Loyola Com- Hopkins University, Baltimore;
III "Black Client, Whle
munity Theater, 1320 Loyola
Therapist; White Client, Blast
Ave.
Dr. Roderick W. Pugh, as- Therapist" by Dr. La Mausociate professor of psychology rice H. Gardner, direct6r,
at Loyola will moderate the Children's Cent er, Wayne
•
County, Michigan;
four sessions:
IV. "The Black Comm4Psychologist Looks
I. "A
Back on his Growing Up Black ity's Challenge to Psychology"
in the U.S.A." by Dr. Thomas by Dr. Norman G. Kerr,
J. Edwards, senior language director. Subzone 11. Illinetts
arts consultant, Science re- State Department of Menial
Health. The symposium is
search Associates, Chicago;
II. "The Psychological Sig- i open to the public.

Recently Miss Debra Henry, and Doran Small attended the
the reigning "Miss Hamilton Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity
High School," accompanied by Dance and were guests of Al
her mother, Mrs. Gertrude B. Henry and his fiance, Miss
Henry, and Doran Small flew to Renata Jones, a junior at the
Madison. W i sconsin
where :University.of Wisconsin.
they witnessed a basketball After the dance, Doran jourgame between the Michigan neyed to Milwaukee to visit relWolverines and the Wisconsin atives, Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert
Badgers.
Small, then later rejoined the
The Badgers won the game by Henrys for the trip back from
a score of 84 to 74. In the game Madison.
was Al Henry; a star player of Doran is the son of Mr. and
the Badgers and brother of Deb- Mrs. Leonard Small, Sr., of 1506
ra Henry and Mrs. Henry's son. Birdsong and borther of LeonHe is a graduate of Hamilton ard Small, Jr.. who is a sophoHigh School and presently a more at the University of Tensenior at the University of Wis- nessee at Knoxville.
Both Debra and Doran are
consin.
After the game, Miss Henry seniors at Hamilton High School

ENTRY BLANK
BANQUET PLANNERS - Dr. Hollis F. Price, president of

LeMoyne-Owen College, will be honored by the alumni and
local citizens at a Community Recognition Banquet to be
staged at the Holiday Inn-Rivermont on May 30, and seen
here are some members of the alumni committee. From
left are Elmer L. Henderson Joseph Jordan, Willie T.

My choice for Woman of the Year is:

Miles, Mrs. Susie Hightower, Mrs. R. Q. Venson, chairman; Mrs. Ann L. Weathers, george L. Robinson, co-chairman; Robert M. Ratcliffe and Mrs. Florida A. Collins.
Tickets for the SIO•a•plata affair may be purchased from
alumni of the college. (Hooks Bros. Photo)

Name

It an Old Forester
kind ofday.
Lincoln U. To Install Applications Ready
And in the past New President April 19 For Diabetes Camp
100 years there's been
a lot ofthem.

Address
Reasons
Mail To: "Woman of the Year"
Tri-State Defender Newspaper
124 East Calhoun
Memphis, Tennessee

JEFFERSON CITY, Mo. - the new president will be given Applications for the 22nd
At present SO boys and 50
The Inaugural Convocation of by Prof. Cecil Blue of the facul- Summer Camp for Diabetic girls are selected to attend thei
Dr. Walter Clarence Daniel as ty. The pledge of allegiance of
sponsored by the Dia- three week camp period and to
the twelfth president of Lincoln the National Alumni Association Children,
RidT.
Gus
Dr.
by
of Greater enjoy the fun of going away
led
be
Association
will
Sunbetes
on
here
be
will
University
to camp.
gel.
Richday, April 19, at 2 p.m. in
Chicago at Holiday Home, Wilnew
presithe
Greetings to
ardson Auditorium.
liam Bay, Wisc. are available Under the direction of the
A. Randall of St. Louis dent will be extended by Gov.
Juges
camp committee, the campers'
Look for this 100th Anniversarel vice president of the Board of Warren E. Hearnes. Dr. Charles now.
day to day activities are super.
symbol on every bottle of86 and 100, Curators, will preside. After a A. Ray will introduce the new All parents of diabetic chil- vised by a well-trained camp
proofOld Forester.
prelude by the Lincoln Con- president. Carl F. Savo, presi- dren, aged 8 through 13. who staff, which includes a camp
cert Band, the participants will dent of the Board of Curators, are interested in a camping director, nurses, medical resienter the auditorium in an aca- will deliver the charge of office experience for their child are dents, physicians, dietitians
to the president-elect. Foldemic processional.
urged to call the association of- and camp counselors. Before
In the processional will be lowing this Dr. Daniel will fice, 9434668, for an applica- the opening day of camp, the
student and faculty representa- deliver his inaugural address. tion form. This must be com- entire staff participates in
tives; delegates from education- The Lincoln Choir will offer pleted and returned by April camp orientations on diabetes
conducted by the camp comal institutions and professional musical selections during the 7, 1970.
mittee.
associations; and the partici- program and will lead the audience in the singing of the Na- Completed applications for
pants in the program.
admission are reviewed im- For most children, camp afAn address of welcome to tional Anthem.
•ii
partially by the camp commit- fords a time of "growing-up"
tee .in the order of their re- and discovery - away from
ceipt. The diabetic child's need! parental pressures. It holds
for camp is the first considera- the promise of outdoor living
tion and the family's ability to with cabin mates and sharing
pay the camp fee is secondary. fun with one's peers.
Camp fees may be waived en- For a diabetic child, camp
tirely or adjusted .to family in- is all these things - plus a
come. No boy or girl is ever chance to learn atniout his own
turned away for lack of funds. chance to learn about his own
LONDON ENGLAND - The attacks and abuses. the East Heading the camp committee.diabetes, the relation of his
brutal slaying of a 50-year old End Pakistani community of are Helen Wilks, M.D. and Ja- diet and exercise, and to bePakistani, has highlighted the 4,500 has slowly began to or- mes B. Hurd, M.D. The camp come self-reliant in keeping
increasing seriousness of the ganize, and have announced dates for the 1970 camping ses- his diabetes under constant
racial conflict that has develop- they have formed," citizens de- sion are July 19th through control.
fense patrols." to protect Pak- August 9th.
ed here recently.
The stabbing death of Tochair istani families.
Ali, a black Pakistani kitchen The people living in the East
porter culminated three months End area have been persecuted
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT WORKS
, of terrifying muggings and at- by small gangs of white thungs,
tacks t hat have occurred in and they claim that the police
• the East End section of Lon- are doing little or nothing to
',Provo
don which is inhabited by a help them.
101.
rowing Pskistani populantranerdrat ore*
Varn,rar
tion.
Hence they have announced
54:1
As a result of the continued they will now attempt to help
,...vor
4
.
•,. or..
themselves.
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BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

176 IL 178 BEALS STREET JA 6-5300
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LEARN TO DRIVE
•
•
• It You Have Any Trouble What so

Racial Turmoil
Boils In London

In Getting Driver license
9
Call
Tennessee Driving School

BR 5-3600
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Savings
Celebration

FEDDERS
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T. V. Service Calls $3.50
▪ Picture Tubes installed
WI- off with 2 years
warranty. Used Portable
as low as 530.00 5815-1901
-OPPORTUNITY. spa retime. addressing
envelopes aqui circulars. Make $27.00
per thousand. Handwritten or typed.
In your home. Send Just $2.00 for INSTRUCTIONS Plus LIST OF FIRMS
using addressers. satisfaction Guaranteed!
B a V ENTERPRISES. Dept. 3-45
PO Boa 1056
Yucaipa. Calif. 92399
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At 86 or 100 proof"There is nothing better in the market:'
,116 PROOF/10n PROOF BOTTLED IN BOND
ZENTtlCKY StRftilC.HI BOURBON WHISKY'
1970.
%SOWN FORMAN DISTILLERS CORPORA rioN .tiI.LOLILSVILLE IN KENTUCKY 0

The Pakistanis have not
fought back, because they
are afraid of being deported
from the country, but a spokesman for them recently said
that the abuse was too much
to bear.

He said his countrymen
were being so harrassed by
white Londoners beca us e,
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY "they don't like us, because
Wholesale buyers wanted for authentic according to them, we eat
Arts, Carvings. Sculptures.
African
spices, smell funny, and are
Jewelry. Fabrics. and Handicrafts.
African Woodcarvings, Inc. strange."
NO Fifth Avenue
1 He also said the attacks
New York. N. Y. 10001
were directed at the Pakistanians because they are a passive people who do not believe
in fighting back, and who are
desperately afraid of London,
and the strangeness the city
holds for them.

18,000 BTU's
nnly

$28495

Sees'..,. be'230 and $011 ro •s

Save Big on Fedders, the biggest name in air con-

ditioning. Fedders celebrates its 75th birthday with
four commemorative air conditioners. You celebrate with precious dollars saved when you buy one
of these Diamond Jubilee air conditioners now!

,,'.&&"'I.

* Handsome front panel,
concealed controls
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CARL CARSON!
CAN YOU USE

CASH ?
CITY FINANCE
CONVEIT5 LOCATIONS

Afro Gristle),
926 Kerr Aro
•
Alexander Sundry
317 Low*

Park kivick D.11.• Inn Gds.
2268 Pork Ave
0
11•11evu• 711 DON.* In Go..
1804 S. Bellevue

Sailey's Drug St.'s
2347 Sneed Av•nire

3 11 Sundry
2119 Cholsite Avit

Bell's Sundry
943 Lauderdale 526.0110

Peansisn Gtectry
3540 Weever Rd.

Conswil Prescription Simi,
550 Vence

Kouffnie n Drive.ln Greeme
1 297 Lauderdale

Clowns' Sund.r
106 E. Colhom,

Klendyke Food Center
1217 Vollentine 276.9509
•

Ford Rood 13, ..-1..
,3199 Peed Reed

Klawdyke Sundt'y
1 293 V•Ilentive 272.3112

Feces Sole"
729 Risodle
ouporipo welt.'.
1101 r igoo•000
Glenview Sunik,
1 550 Flotherwood
6•140.1.4:rtenery

333 Pork Ave. 324.9322
mor
61 Vence Avenue
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Ise° S. Parkway E.

L I Fl Sundry
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367 T41.6,,
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Ulm( Sundry

Vonc• li Lauderdale
Oriole Drug
• 1014 Mississippi 9120712

legyelc•
South 3.4
V g lit Sundry
3092 Chelsea

Rosewood Pheintecy
1918 Leuderdele

Nifty Sundry
2541 Suppe..

Res• Lynn Sundry
129 S. Orleens

L•nel. Sundry
2086 Chelsea

Russell RoNoll Drug.
2445 Chelsea
Silver Ste, Delve-In Goo.
1 78W. Mitchell Rd.

Prescott Oro,*
S. 11•11o.yo I Gill

Seyrnerei Sundry
Vanc• & Laudefdale

Lint', Lie* Sone,
1619 Latham

Suburban Dtvg
752 E. McL•niore 948.1576

G000nol Drugs
281 W. Mitchell

Swot ler Drugs
•2192 Cholstoo 276.251111

Mews Vender
Kreger S. 3.41

Smith Sundry
1447 Florida

01•.‘ Yang.,
Mel,., Linden

446 11•11.•r

Sniffles Titmice Servic• Ste
337 14Itcholl

N•dra Vrandor
Mein at V On C•

Mplms• Grat•.y
2631 Park A.•

Vonnoft• Sundry

Mows Vends"

44 Molls.

Magnolia Sundry
zoii &iv'. Ave
•
Mead Sundry

Me Shen Sundry
SOO Miss
Model Laundry
204 111. Brook•
Mees‘
On Metals..
Mihy Sundry
Plemilten & Suptem•

A

Trigg Avenue Sundt",
133 E. Irlog
S1.1014•3 Ph222141CY

1016 Themes
525-8811 - 526.9727
Triple A Sanity
303 Venc•
Items Sulterwstk••
226 S. &reeks Rood

MO,. or Calhoun

Hit.is Vender
Kroger Airways 110 Lew*
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•
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3013 Johnston Ave
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Papers
10 M. Mein 52646411

WORLD MEWS CO.
All Ow.414.Tewn Repots
115 Memo* Ave 526.9920

khustablo automatoe
thermostat
control
it Rosario Cooling Pow*
for utra hot days

* Totally enclosed zvic clad
steel cabinet

,HERE FOLKS LIKE YOU
'
GET PREFERENTIAL
SERVICE

FOR SALE BY
U.S. GOVERNMENT
VETERANS
ADMINISTRATION

EXCEPTIONALLY POWERFUL
cools an entire floor of most homes where
adequate circulation

3$2-91 Bethel (Duplex) $10,950

10 rooms, 2 baths, Frame/wood/
250 Down
;id
eeat h,
14,250
SItrb
Frame 250
Birc h
61rooms,
92
Down

$ 8,250
884 Decatur
6 rooms. I bath, Frame $150
Down
25 Year Loan
$ 8,950
121 East McKellar
4 rooms. 1 bath, Fr.
Down

1516 Maplewood

$250

exists 0'40

save

save$30

23,500 BTU's

14,000 BTU's

$
All 5 StorPs
Open no,Iy

2% Imams ow:Wage
/
Long term. R1

NO DISCRIMINATION
ANYONE CAN BUY
See Any Broker

save$20
I

8,000 BTU's

'18495

FEDDERS, World's Largest Selling Air Conditioners
•Dia.nrind Jubilee models compered to comparable ra,....ty standard folders mndais

8 A.M. to
9 P.M.

appliance company

9,150

Down

24495

4495

6 rooms, 1 bath, PI-arne 250
Down

13119 West Redbud Road $12,250
h By/Fr
brooms, 1 bat,
$250
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4233 HWY. 31 SO.
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FRAYSER
3111 THOMAS
Phone 3311-4511S
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.1r Advanced air direction
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Filter
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Lincoln Sundry
Senders Dtve Ca.
$65 S. Perk/grey E. 948.4531 652 Richmond
giolinvip er Street Sundry
914 S. Wellington

ir Hi(for super fast cooling)
and In cool
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Lease trucks from

THE TRISTATE DIPINDIR 1111WIISTAND DIRICTOIRY
Tri•State Defender Goes Os Sale Each Thursday At The Following lentil's:

r.

SAVE up to $40.00 on the most famous air conditioner in the wore

Sa*-e,a bundle!

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds

Is

2374 LAMAR
Phone 743-3370

3237 POPLAR
Phelan 66261462
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